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Introduction
With the growing amount of information exchanges between public services (across borders
and sectors), the need for interoperability in Europe is higher than ever. Interoperability can
be defined in many ways. The simplest way could be: “The ability to exchange information”. To
address interoperability issues at national, regional or local level, many public administrations
already have, or are in the process of developing, interoperability frameworks. The scope of
these frameworks is restricted to the jurisdictions within which they have been developed.
However, European public administrations must be ready to work together to deliver crossborder public services to meet the needs of businesses and citizens. The ISA² Action 2.1 (EIA)
introduced the European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) to guide public
administrations in their work to provide interoperable European public services to businesses
and citizens. This document provides an introduction to the European Interoperability
Reference Architecture (EIRA©), which has been developed in the context of Action 2016.32 of
the Interoperability Solutions for European Public Administrations (ISA²) Programme. The
EIRA© is a reference architecture focused on the design of End-to-End interoperable digital
public services. It is composed of the most salient Architecture Building Blocks (ABBs) needed
to promote cross-border and cross-sector interactions between public administrations. The
latest release of the EIRA© is available on Joinup.

Purpose of this page
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/eira-v500-online-documentation
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This document introduces the reader to the benefits of EIRA© and to the basic concepts
needed to understand it. It is not the purpose of this document to provide guidelines on how
to use EIRA©.

Structure of this page
This page consists of the following sections:
• Chapter 1 provides an overview of the EIRA©. It includes background information and
elaborates on its objectives, target users and use cases, expected benefits, user
community and continuous improvement;
• Chapter 2 provides further insight in a number of key concepts related to the EIRA©. It
also provides insight on how to use EIRA© in combination with the ArchiMate® notation
and Archi®;
• Chapter 3 provides an overview of the EIRA© views, viewpoints and its Architecture
Building Blocks;
• Chapter 4 contains a glossary of EIRA referenceable terms/ABBs;
• Chapter 5 contains references;
• Chapter 6 provides the acknowledgement.
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This section gives an overview of the European Interoperability Reference Architecture
(EIRA©).

Background
The Digital Single Market (DSM) strategy2 , meant to ensure the free movement of goods,
persons, services and capital is built on three pillars: (1) improved access for consumers and
businesses to digital goods and services across Europe; (2) creating the right conditions and a
level playing field for digital networks and innovative services to flourish; (3) maximising the
growth potential of the digital economy.
Interoperability is doubtlessly one of the means to achieve this, improving the cooperation
between public administrations and removing barriers for administrations, businesses, and
citizens. Given the rapidly growing amount of information exchanges, driven by
modernisation of public administrations, the need for interoperability in Europe is higher than
ever. Solution developers in all domains of the public sector recognise interoperability and
reusability as being essential to a solution design.
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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The New European Interoperability Framework (EIF) defines interoperability as follows: “The
ability of organisations to interact towards mutually beneficial goals, involving the sharing of
information and knowledge between these organisations, through the business processes
they support, by means of the exchange of data between their ICT systems”.
Attaining interoperability calls for coordination across borders and sectors when developing
digital solutions. Key players in this process experience the following requirements:
• A common terminology to design, assess, and communicate about eGovernment
solutions: Public administrations can benefit largely from a common terminology to
communicate efficiently and unambiguously – across language barriers and domainspecific jargon – when designing, assessing, documenting and discovering Solution

Building Blocks (frameworks, tools, services) used to deliver interoperable digital public
services;
• Stable and standardised interfaces for digital public services: IT architects and
developers are tasked with defining stable interfaces between digital public services,
according to open standards and interoperability specifications, so that partners can rely
on them to build new, aggregated digital public services and avoid vendor lock-in;
• An overview of already existing Solution Building Blocks (SBBs): Decision makers,
public procurers and architects in public administrations gain value from being able to
find already existing (reusable) Solution Building Blocks that have been developed inhouse or by others, to unlock the potential of shared development effort and to be able
to find best-in-class reusable components and services.

Characteristics and Tools
The ISA² Programme is providing concrete interoperability solutions that contribute to making
the modernisation of public administrations a success story. It, among others, developed
the European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA©) to guide public
administrations in their work to provide interoperable European public services to other
public administrations, businesses and citizens.
The EIRA© is a four-view reference architecture for delivering interoperable digital public
services across borders and sectors. It defines the required capabilities for promoting
interoperability as a set of Architecture Building Blocks (ABBs). The EIRA© has four main
characteristics:
• Common terminology to achieve coordination: It provides a common understanding
of the most salient Architecture Building Blocks needed to build interoperable public
services.
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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• Reference architecture for delivering digital public services: It offers a framework to
categorise (re)usable Solution Building Blocks (SBBs) of an eGovernment solution. It
allows portfolio managers to rationalise, manage and document their portfolio of
solutions.
• Technology- and product-neutral and a service-oriented architecture (SOA) style:
The EIRA© adopts a service-oriented architecture style and promotes ArchiMate® as a
modelling notation. In fact, the EIRA© ABBs can be seen as an extension of the model
concepts in ArchiMate®.
• Alignment with EIF and TOGAF: The EIRA© is aligned with the New European
Interoperability Framework (EIF) (2) and complies with the context given in the European
Interoperability Framework – Implementation Strategy (EIF-IS) (4). The views of the EIRA©
correspond to the interoperability levels in the EIF: legal, organisational, semantic and
technical interoperability which are already anchored in the National Interoperability
Frameworks (NIFs) of the Member States. The EIRA© provides an additional view that lists
the principles that are outlined in the new EIF. Within TOGAF® and the Enterprise
Architecture Continuum, EIRA© focuses on the architecture continuum. It reuses
terminology and paradigms from TOGAF® such as architecture patterns, building blocks
and views. This not only assures a high level of quality but also allows architects to easily
understand EIRA© and relate it to existing work.
To support both architects and portfolio managers in their use of the reference architecture, a
set of tools are provided:
• an ArchiMate® file that can be used with common Architecture software;
• the "Cartography tool" in the form of an open-source plugin to the Archi®4 modelling
tool, which allows documenting Solution Building Blocks according to the EIRA© (by
means of stereotyping and adding attributes) and discovering reusable solutions from a
documented cartography, such as the TES (Trans-European Solutions) in case of the
European Commission, or a national cartography for Member States.

Target users and use cases
The EIRA© has the objective to respond to the above needs by supporting users in the
following scenarios:
1. Designing: accelerate the design of eGovernment solutions that support the delivery of
interoperable digital public services (across borders and sectors);
2. Assessing: provide a reference model for comparing existing architectures in different
policy domains and thematic areas, to identify focal points for convergence and reuse;
3. Communicating and sharing: help documenting the most salient interoperability
elements of complex solutions and facilitate the sharing of (re)usable solutions.
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4. Discovering and reusing: ease the discovery and reuse of interoperability solutions.
More specifically, the reference architecture targets the following users within public
administrations of Member States or EU institutions:
• Architects, Enterprise Architects as well as Solution Architects, that are responsible for
the design of solution architectures;
• Business analysts responsible for assessing and to study the impact of changes in the
(external) environment on IT systems;
• Portfolio managers responsible for maintaining the catalogue of assets related to the
design and implementation of eGovernment solutions and for making investment
decisions on these assets.

Figure 1 above depicts the target users and use cases. Each use case has the following
motivation and outcome:
• Design and document solution architecture use case:
• Motivation: the user needs to design the solution architecture of a new solution
that must support interoperability with Member States and/or EU institutions and
document existing Solution Building Blocks.
• Outcome: a solution architecture is created, as a collection of interoperable SBBs
(optionally) mapped to a solution architecture template.
• Compare solution architectures use case:
• Motivation: the user has already a solution architecture in place (SBBs of the
architecture are already operational in his/her organisation) and needs to assess
and increase the interoperability maturity level.
• Outcome: the interoperability maturity of the solution architecture is assessed (per
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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SBB). The solution architecture is updated by including new solutions discovered by
using the TES (Trans-European Solutions) Cartography or by upgrading the existing
solutions to be compliant with the interoperability requirements.
• Create portfolio of solutions use case:
• Motivation: the user wants to create a portfolio of the applications/solutions of
his/her organisation, and needs a structured model that can facilitate the sharing
and reuse of these solutions with other European partners.
• Outcome:
• A new portfolio of solutions is created, mapped to the EIRA© ABBs.
• “Interoperable” solutions are identified, and (optionally) shared with other
partners.
• Manage portfolio of solutions use case:
• Motivation: due to new circumstances (e.g. budget constraints, new
interoperability needs etc.), the existing IT portfolio of the user’s organisation needs
to be managed by adding, updating or phasing out solutions.
• Outcome:
• The existing IT portfolio is mapped to the EIRA©.
• New re-usable interoperability solutions are added to the portfolio.
• The solutions in the existing portfolio to be updated, merged or phased out are
identified.
• Rationalise portfolio of solutions use case:
• Motivation: Multiple SBBs in the portfolio of the organisation are mapped to the
same ABB of the EIRA©. The user wants to reduce the number of solutions in the
portfolio while increasing the average interoperability maturity level of the portfolio.
• Outcome:
• The IT portfolio in the organisation is rationalised; “superfluous” and “to be
merged” solutions are identified in the portfolio.
• The most interoperable solutions are kept in the IT portfolio
• Structure impact assessment on ICT use case
• Motivation: the user wants to describe the architecture and interoperability
implications of a new or existing policy or thematic domain.
• Outcome: the architecture and interoperability implications of a policy or thematic
domain are structured according to the EIRA©. The ABBs and relationships that are
impacted whenever a change occurs are identified.

Expected benefits
A common use of the EIRA© when developing, assessing, and communicating about
eGovernment solutions will result in network effects enhancing the coordination between

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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eGovernment solutions will result in network effects, enhancing the coordination between
public administrations at EU level and within the Member States.
The use of the EIRA© leverages the advantages coming from the application of Enterprise
Architecture principles, including:
• A more efficient business operation
• A more efficient IT operation
• Better return on existing investment, reduced risk for future investment
• Faster, simpler, and cheaper procurement
The EIRA© will contribute to an increased awareness and usage of EIF principles and
recommendations.

Note that interoperability implies but is not limited to reusability (according to the EIF,
reusability is just one of the aspects of interoperability). Therefore, the scope of EIRA© is
much broader than just facilitating reuse.
Also, interoperability applies at different organisational and geographical levels: where inside
an organisation the main benefit may lie in the composition of generic building blocks which
are interoperable with others, across organisations interoperability is indispensable for the
efficient execution of business processes. For customer- (or citizen-) facing components, usercentric interoperability aspects enable the transition from traditional channels to digital
service delivery. When it comes to cross-border interoperability, organisational and legal
aspects are of special importance and become crucial to maximise the potential of the Digital
Single Market.
A common use of the EIRA© will provide the following high-level benefits, which are explained
in the subsequent sections:
• Proving a controlled vocabulary
• Decoupling functionalities in Architectural Building Blocks
• Facilitating the identification of Interoperability Specifications
• Providing the key interoperability enabler Architectural Building Blocks
• Accelerating the development cycle
• Enabling cartographies
• Promoting discovery and reusability of existing solutions
• Supporting portfolio management decision making
• Supporting public policy formulation
Proving a controlled vocabulary
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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Being a controlled vocabulary, the EIRA© provides a common language of Architecture
Building Blocks for the design and comparison of the solution architectures of eGovernment
solutions. Architects are thus enabled to easily understand the functionality of other using
solutions that are based on the EIRA© as well as the interfaces to other solutions where those
are documented in the same language.
Decoupling functionalities in Architectural Building Blocks

Each Architecture Building Block in the EIRA© provides decoupled functionality meaning that
the ABBs are autonomous and unaware of the other Architecture Building Blocks within the
same context. The autonomous nature of the ABBs is an absolute necessity for reusability,

provided that the interfaces are clearly defined. The decoupling also helps in rationalisation
exercises where one Solution Building Block can be exchanged with another Solution Building
Block, provided that they both “realise” the same Architecture Building Block.
Facilitating the identification of Interoperability Specifications

The EIRA© allows stakeholders to effectively communicate with their peers when systems
across organisational and national borders have to interoperate. The EIRA© facilitates the
identification of interoperability specifications and promotes the use of common
interoperability specifications based on open standards referenced in the European
Interoperability Cartography,
• Architects and system owners can then rely on these interoperability specifications to
ensure
• stable interfaces between their systems/services and others inside and outside their
own organisations, and
• interfaces towards users that take into account non-technical interoperability
aspects like usability, inclusiveness and multilingualism.
• Public procurers benefit from an easy way to discover relevant specifications for specific
types of solutions, and avoid vendor lock-in.
Accelerating the development cycle

The development cycle is accelerated by the increased application of the principles of serviceoriented architecture (SOA). Architects are guided naturally towards service-oriented
architecture when using EIRA©. This then enables consumption of the system's services by
other systems and vice versa without additional investments. Development time of new
services is often much higher that integration costs of existing services. In addition, reuse at
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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service level helps avoiding costs typically associated with the reuse of applications or
components and accelerates the development cycle of new solutions.
Enabling cartographies

The EIRA© and CarTool© help enabling cartographies by providing a way of assembling
modelled solutions in a cartography where reusability and interoperability attributes of
Solution Building Blocks can be queried using complex queries.
• Using queries, an architect can query the existing solutions in the cartography for
discovery and reusability of existing solutions.
• The cartography can help portfolio managers by providing query functionality that
results in different solutions that provide similar functionality. This list can be used for
decisions on rationalisation of solutions.
• Using the query functionality of the CarTool©, the cartography can be used for impact
assessment and as such supports public policy formulation decisions.
Promoting discovery and reusability of existing solutions

The EIRA© and the embedded cartography provide a consistent way to document and classify
reusable Solution Building Blocks, allowing reusable and interoperable Solution Building
Blocks to be found and understood more easily.
• By creating a cartography, the different solutions in this cartography become searchable
and identifiable for reuse. The EIRA© and CarTool© can be used to promote discovery
and reusability. Architects and public procurers are thus supported in making decisions
for which functionalities there are already existing Solution Building Blocks available and
which need to be developed or procured.
• Architects can use the CarTool© to support public policy formulation by helping policy
makers by assessing ICT implications of policy changes by searching related solutions.
Reuse of existing Solution Building Blocks is a key point in achieving the aforementioned cost
savings. This notion is supported by other activities of the ISA programme (Sharing and Reuse
(5), Assessment of trans-European systems supporting EU policies (6)) To assess when reuse is
really the most cost-efficient option, a detailed analysis of the reusability of the Solution
Building Block in question is required. A set of criteria for this purpose are under
development by the ISA programme.
Supporting portfolio management decision making

The EIRA© supports portfolio management decisions by realising cost-savings related to
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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rationalisation of the portfolio of solutions and Solution Building Blocks.
• Portfolio managers are, through the common language, provided with a classification
schema that allows
• discovery of systems with identical or overlapping functionalities inside the
organisation which might be phased out and
• identification of Solution Building Blocks that could be made more generic
• Architects can learn how making Solution Building Blocks more generic can be achieved:
Firstly EIRA© identifies the ones with high interoperability relevance, that should be
implemented as modular services, and by respecting the corresponding interoperability
specifications the Solution Building Blocks realising them are enabled to interface with
other SBBs and thus become reusable in different contexts. This in turn ensures that

central functionalities need to be developed and maintained only once, and competing
solutions providing the same functionalities can be replaced by more generic ones.
Supporting public policy formulation

The EIRA© supports public policy formulation in the form of impact assessments where
possible impacts to available solutions are examined during the public policy preparation
phase. This is done before the commission finalises a proposal for a new law. Impact
assessment can be performed using the CarTool© by examining solutions that are linked to
specific public policies. The assessments are carried out on initiatives expected to have
significant economic, social or environmental impacts. These can be:
• Legislative proposals
• Non-legislative proposals such as financial programmes and recommendations for the
negotiations of international agreements)
• Implementing and delegating acts

How the EIRA© and CarTool© support interoperability in eGovernment?
The table below shows how the EIRA© and CarTool support interoperability in eGovernment
by providing a mapping between the areas of benefits (designing, assessing, communicating
and sharing and discovering and reusing) to the different values and key areas and of support
that are listed in the first column.

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-1-overview-eirac
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User community on Joinup
The ISA Programme created a user community for the EIRA© on Joinup, the online
collaborative platform of the ISA Programme. This EIRA© user community is accessible via the
following link:

The community supports the use of the EIRA©. It allows visitors to do the following:
• Background material: find background material and general introductory material on
how to use the EIRA©;
• EIRA© releases: find and download the latest release of the EIRA©;
• CarTool©: download the latest release of the CarTool©;
• Comments and issues: discuss the EIRA© and submit and track EIRA issues; and
• Peers: identify other users of the EIRA©.

Application
The EIRA© has been successfully piloted in a number of Member States, European projects
and services of the European Commission. Information on previous and ongoing piloting
activities can also be found in the project's Joinup space.
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As the EIRA© is being applied, new challenges and ideas for the EIRA© arise and need to be
managed. Therefore the ISA² Programme welcomes feedback, additional thoughts, and open
dialog on the idea of advancing the EIRA©. To facilitate this, the ISA² Programme set up an
open change and release management process for the EIRA©. Stakeholders working for
public administrations in the field of architecture and interoperability can provide their
comments on the EIRA© release page on Joinup (registration and/or login is required). More
information about this process can be found in the EIRA© community on Joinup. The EIRA©
community on Joinup also contains the latest releases of the EIRA© and change logs.
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This section elaborates on the key concepts behind EIRA©. It also explains how the
ArchiMate® language is used by the EIRA© and how ArchiMate® modelling tools can be used
to design solution architectures and document solutions.

Key concepts in EIRA©
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Figure 4 illustrates the key concepts of the EIRA© and their relationships. The terminology is
based on TOGAF®.
The following list explains the different relationships depicted in Figure 4:
• The EIRA© has EIRA© Views, each EIRA© view aligns with one or more EIF
Interoperability Levels
• Each EIRA© view has EIRA© Architecture Building Blocks
• The EIRA© has EIRA© Viewpoints that conform to EIRA© Views
• An EIRA© Architecture Building Block is modelled as a specialisation of a TOGAF®
Architecture Building Block
• A Key Interoperability Enabler is an EIRA© Architecture Building Block, which is
necessary to enable the efficient and effective delivery of public services across
administrations;
• An EIRA© Architecture Building Block has interoperability requirements. An
Interoperability Requirement is a statement of an interoperable need that must be
realised by a system. Interoperability Requirements can be formulated for all the EIF
interoperability levels: Legal Interoperability Requirements, Organisational
Interoperability Requirements, Semantic Interoperability Requirements, and Technical
Interoperability Requirements.
• Interoperability requirements are grouped in Interoperability Aspects. An
Interoperability Aspect is an externally observable characteristic or a set of characteristics
to be provided/supported by the solution that fulfils partially or internally a stakeholder
interoperability need.
• An Interoperability Specification is a document containing agreed normative statements
for solution building blocks used in an information exchange context. It can refer to
existing standards or specifications. An Interoperability Specification realises an
I
bili R
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Interoperability Requirement.
• An EIRA© Solution Building Block is a realisation of an EIRA© Architecture Building Block
and a specialization of a TOGAF® Solution Building Block
• A Solution consists of EIRA© Solution Building Blocks and TOGAF® Solution Building
Blocks
The key concepts of the EIRA© are defined as follows:
1. EIF interoperability level: The New European Interoperability Framework (EIF) is a set
of guidelines for developing public services. Figure 4 depicts the interoperability levels of
the EIF. They cover legal, organisational, semantic and technical interoperability. Each level
deserves special attention when a new European public service is established.
2. EIF principle: The New European Interoperability Framework outlines 12 underlying
principles of European public services. These general principles of good administration are
relevant to the process of establishing European public services. They describe the context
in which European public services are decided and implemented. They complement one
another regardless of their different natures, e.g. legal or technical. More information on
the EIF interoperability levels and principles can be found in the European Interoperability
Framework (EIF).
3. EIRA© view: The EIRA© consists of several views, including one view for each of the EIF
interoperability levels. The EIRA© views contain a graphical notation of the EIRA© ontology.
4. EIRA© viewpoint: The EIRA© provides several viewpoints that conform to EIRA© views,
the viewpoints provide a perspective with specific stakeholders concern in mind.
5. Architecture Building Block: Based on the TOGAF® definition, an Architecture Building
Block is an abstract component that captures architecture requirements and that directs
and guides the development of Solution Building Blocks. An ABB represents a (potentially
re-usable) component of legal, organisational, semantic or technical capability that can be
combined with other Architecture Building Blocks. An Architecture Building Block describes
generic characteristics and functionalities. Architecture Building Blocks are used to describe
reference architectures, solution architecture templates or solution architectures of a
specific solutions.
6. Solution Building Block: Based on the TOGAF® definition, a Solution Building Block is a
concrete element that defines the implementation and fulfils the required business
requirements of one or more Architecture Building Blocks. On the technical view, a Solution
Building Block is a specific product or software component and may be either procured or
developed.
7. Solution Architecture Template (SAT): A solution architecture template (SAT) is a
specification containing including a sub-set of Architecture Building Blocks of the EIRA© and
some optional Solution Building Blocks. It focuses on the most salient building blocks
needed to build an interoperable solution addressing a particular business capability
involving business information exchange.
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-2-key-concepts-and-archimater-notation
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8. A solution architecture template can include additional interoperability specifications.
It is usually applied within a community. Acting as a template for solutions (and their
specific architectures), it guides the development of a certain kind of solutions (and their
specific architectures). A solution architecture template can exist on different levels of
details. For example, it can be used to describe a template for national portals offering eservices to its citizens. It can also be used to describe a template on how to securely
exchange files among public administrations.
9. Reference Architecture: Architecture is the structure of components, their
interrelationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution
over time. A reference architecture is a generalized architecture of a solution, based on
best-practices, domain neutral and, occasionally, with a focus on a particular aspect. The
goal of a reference architecture is reusability; it reduces the amount of work, reduces errors
and accelerates the development of solutions. A reference architecture should be based in
a [reference] model and in a style. The model covers the ontology of the components and
their interrelationships and in the case of EIRA© it is ArchiMate®. The architecture style
covers the architecture design principles and patterns and in the case of the EIRA© it is
“Service Oriented Architecture” (SOA). The focus of the EIRA© is interoperability in public
administrations. This definition of “reference architecture” needs to be complemented with
the notion of Enterprise Architecture, which is an end-to-end generic domain neutral
approach to design the architecture of an enterprise or a solution. The goal of an
enterprise architecture is to align IT-related activities with the overall goal of the enterprise.
10. Solution Architecture: Based on TOGAF®, a solution architecture is “a description of a
discrete and focused business operation or activity and how information systems /
technical infrastructure supports that operation. A Solution Architecture typically applies to
a single project or project release, assisting in the translation of requirements into a
solution vision, high-level business and/or IT system specifications, and a portfolio of
implementation tasks”. Within the context of the EIRA©, the solution architecture describes
the specific architecture of a solution. It can be derived from a solution architecture
template.
11. Solution. A solution consists of one or more Solution Building Blocks to meet a certain
stakeholder need. Within the context of the EIRA©, a solution is usually an Interoperable
European Solution developed by public administrations that facilitate the delivery of
electronic Public Services and cross-border exchange of information between public
administrations or Citizens in support to the implementation and advancement of EU,
national or local public policies.
A solution architecture template can include additional interoperability specifications. It is
usually applied within a community. Acting as a template for solutions (and their specific
architectures), it guides the development of a certain kind of solutions (and their specific
architectures). A solution architecture template can exist on different levels of details. For
example, it can be used to describe a template for national portals offering e-services to its
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-2-key-concepts-and-archimater-notation
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citizens. It can also be used to describe a template on how to securely exchange files among
public administrations.
A solution architecture template consists of the following:
• A goal and a description of the particular supported business capabilities and the
involved business information exchanges;
• A sub-set of EIRA© core Architecture Building Blocks covering all EIRA© views;
• A set of specific Architecture Building Blocks extending EIRA©'s views enabling specific
functionalities to be provided by implementations derived from the SAT;
• A set of interoperability specifications for Architecture Building Blocks in the SAT;
• A narrative for each EIRA© view.

In several countries inside and outside Europe (Germany, Canada, Denmark, USA, Norway),
large-scale Enterprise Architecture projects have in the past successfully been executed (9),
and national or sectorial reference architectures are in place notably in the Netherlands
(NORA (10)) and in Denmark (eHealth Reference Architectures (11)).
The particular context of the EIRA© and its mission is interoperability, and architectural
patterns are typically captured in the form of solution architecture templates (see above).
Similar to how the EIF serves as blueprint and inspiration for the National Interoperability
Frameworks, the EIRA© can serve as the basis for reference architectures at other levels
(European national, regional, local or even inside an organisation), taking the specificities of
the respective level into account (e.g. national law) while remaining compatible.
Where the EIRA© itself is domain-neutral, it can be extended to create domain-specific
architectures.
Viewed as an architecture content metamodel, the EIRA© provides for coordination and
alignment between derived reference architectures.
The EIRA© consists of the following components:
• A set of EIRA© architecture core Architecture Building Blocks to meet interoperability
needs;
• A set of interoperability specifications;
• A narrative for each view.

ArchiMate® notation
The EIRA© uses the ArchiMate® language as a notation. In fact, the EIRA© can be considered
as an extension of the ArchiMate® language using two of the extension mechanisms foreseen
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as an extension of the ArchiMate® language, using two of the extension mechanisms foreseen
by ArchiMate® (1): specialisation (stereotyping) and attributes. This section first provides an
overview of the ArchiMate® model concepts that are used by the EIRA©. It then elaborates on
how EIRA© ABBs can be seen as a specialisation of ArchiMate® model concepts. Finally, it
elaborates on the attributes on model concepts that are predefined by the EIRA©.

ArchiMate® model concepts
The EIRA© uses the following ArchiMate® 4.9.2 model concepts

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-2-key-concepts-and-archimater-notation
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The EIRA© version 5.0.0 uses the following ArchiMate® 4.9.2 relationships:

Specialisation and stereotyping

The EIRA© ABBs can be seen as a specialisation of ArchiMate® model concepts. Specialisation
is an extension mechanism for the ArchiMate® language that is foreseen by the ArchiMate®
specification (1). For example, Figure 5 models that the ABB ‘Service’ in EIRA© is a
specialisation of the ArchiMate® model concept ‘Business Service’.
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-2-key-concepts-and-archimater-notation
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The EIRA© does not introduce a new graphical notation for a specialised ArchiMate® model
concept.

Linking Solution Building Blocks (SBBs) to Architecture Building Blocks (ABBs)

When using EIRA© in combination with ArchiMate® to represent Solution Building Blocks, it is
recommended to use stereotypes, as indicated by <<stereotype>>. The word stereotype is
replaced by the name of the Architecture Building Blocks. For example, Figure 6 illustrates
how a public service ‘Declaration of birth’ is represented as an EIRA© ‘Public Service’ using
stereotyping. In Section 4 an overview is given of the focal Architecture Building Blocks in the
EIRA©. A Solution Building Block can relate to multiple Architecture Building Blocks by
delimiting the list as such : <<ABB1, ABB2, …, ABBn>>.

Attributes

The ArchiMate® language has another extension mechanism, which allows defining sets of
types attributes (called profiles), which provide a means to express supplementary
information. The EIRA© includes a set of attributes that stem from the following sources:
• ADMS Description metadata: The Asset Description Metadata Schema (ADMS)
provides a standard way to describe Solution Building Blocks. The ADMS is itself based on
metadata standards like the Dublin Core metadata elements. Some attributes include for
example:
• Description (dct:description): a description of the Solution Building Block.
• Landing page (dcat:landingPage): A Web page that can be navigated to in a Web
browser to gain access to the Solution Building Block.
• Status (adms:status): The status of a Solution Building Block. Suggested values are
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-2-key-concepts-and-archimater-notation
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‘completed’, ‘deprecated’, ‘underDevelopment’, and ‘withdrawn’.
Describing Solution Building Blocks using the ADMS attributes provides important descriptive
metadata that can be used by others to better understand what a Solution Building Block is
about. This contributes to the ‘Document interoperability solution’ use case described in
Section 2.3.
The full set of attributes are included in the ArchiMate® model file (.xml) of the EIRA© release.
Use of colours

The default views of the EIRA© leverage the standard colours of ArchiMate® to depict the
corresponding Architecture Building Blocks: business (yellow), application (blue) and
infrastructure (green). However the EIRA© recognises the architects’ needs to leverage colour
codes for communication purposes. It therefore does not impose any colouring rules.

Tools and support
This section illustrates how architects can use ArchiMate® modelling tools like Archi®[1] to
model solution architectures or to document solutions.
EIRA© ArchiMate® file

The EIRA© release contains an XML file which contains the ArchiMate® model of the EIRA©.
This file which follows the “Open Group ArchiMate® Exchange File Format” can be opened
with Archi®, a free and open source modelling tool to create ArchiMate® models as well as
other tools that support this format.
The ArchiMate® file groups the different building blocks, relations and views into the
following folders:
• Relations
• This folder contains all relations shown on the EIRA© views;
• Relations only in the model: relations between concepts that are needed in the
model but not in the view. For example, all application services are specialisations of
the Application Service building block.
• Views
• Legal view;
• Organisational view;
• Semantic view;
• Technical view - application;
• Technical view - infrastructure

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-2-key-concepts-and-archimater-notation
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• Technical view - infrastructure.

• Viewpoints:
• API viewpoint
• Conceptual Model for Integrated Public Service Provisioning viewpoint;
• EIRA Ontology viewpoint;
• High-level viewpoint;
• Interoperability Privacy viewpoint;
• Interoperability Governance viewpoint;
• Interoperable European Solution viewpoint;
• Interoperability Security viewpoint;
• Key Interoperability Enablers viewpoint.

Note: It is possible to work directly within the standard EIRA© views. However, best practice is
to create new views or viewpoints to keep the integrity of the standard EIRA© views. The
standard EIRA© views can then still be consulted for reference purposes.
Cartography tool (CarTool©)

The Cartography tool (CarTool©) is released as a separate tool in the form of an open-source
Archi® plugin. This tool serves a twofold purpose:
• on the one hand it facilitates the stereotyping (see section 3.2.3 above) and description
of attributes when documenting solutions based on EIRA©, and
• on the other hand it also enable Architects to directly consult the “TES Cartography” or
“National Cartographies” from within the modelling tool, to discover reusable Solution
Building Blocks.
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This section provides a description of the views, viewpoints and most salient (focal)
Architecture Building Blocks in the EIRA©. Each architecture view and viewpoint has a visual
diagram, a narrative, and a set of focal Architecture Building Blocks:
• The visual diagram depicts the Architecture Building Blocks in the EIRA©. It can be
conceived as a part of the EIRA© architecture content metamodel, which extends the
ArchiMate® model concepts, as explained in Section 3.2.2. It shows how the EIRA©
Architecture Building Blocks are related to each other, and which ArchiMate® concepts
are used to depict them.
• The narrative is a textual description of the view providing natural language
statements.
• The focal Architecture Building Blocks are building blocks that create the
interconnections with Architecture Building Blocks related to other views.
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The remainder of this section introduces the Architecture Building Blocks in the EIRA©
structured according to the following architectural models:
• The Legal view;
• The Organisational view;
• The Semantic view;
• The Technical view (composed of an application and infrastructure part);
• The European Interoperability Framework underlying principles view;
• Viewpoints:
• Conceptual Model for Integrated Public Service Provisioning viewpoint
• EIRA Ontology viewpoint
• High-level viewpoint
• Interoperability Governance viewpoint
• Interoperability Privacy viewpoint
• Interoperability Security viewpoint
• Key Interoperability Enablers viewpoint
• API viewpoint
• Interoperable European Solution viewpoint
When the direction of an ArchiMate® relation between two entities is unclear (this is the case
when using the assignment relation only); the EIRA© uses the following convention: The
relation between two entities is always modelled in a top-down, left to right fashion. The top
entity refers to the subject of a sentence, the bottom entity refers to the object of a sentence.
When the two entities are at the same level, it is the left entity that refers to the subject and
the right entity that refers to the object.
Given the size of the models, the images in this section had to be scaled down. However, full
width images are available in the annex of this document together with the list of Architecture
Building Blocks.

EIRA Views
Legal View
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The Legal view models the most salient public policy development enablers and
implementation instruments that shall be considered in order to support the End to End
design of interoperable digital public services.
Narrative: A [Public Policy] aims at addressing the needs of a group of stakeholders, and
it associated with a [Public Policy Objective]. The policy is formulated and implemented
with the help of [Legal Act] which contain [European Legal act] and [National Legal act] in
the form of either [Binding Instrument] or [Non-Binding Instrument]. A key type of
legislation for behavioral interoperability is the [Legislation on Data Information and
Knowledge Exchange] which together with the [Legislation Catalogue] and [Legal
Agreement] aggregate a [Shared Legal Framework]. [Legislation Catalogue] aggregates
[Legal Act] which contain [European Legal act] and [National Legal act] and realised the
[Public Policy] and [Granularity of Legal Requirements]. Also [Legislation on Data
Information and Knowledge Exchange] aggregate [Legal Act]. [Legal Interoperability
Agreement] are a specialisation of the [Legal Agreements] focused on formalizing
governance rules enabling collaboration between digital public services.
These different Architecture Building Blocks define the [Legal Governance content] and
the [Legal Functional content] and have their interoperability aspects defined by
[Interoperability Specification].

Legal view ABBs
Legal Agreement
Legal Interoperability Agreement
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Public Policy Cycle
Shared Legal Framework
Architecture Principle
Detail-Level Architecture Requirement
Solution Specification
Binding Instrument

Non-binding Instrument
Granularity of Legal Requirements
Legislation on Data Information and Knowledge Exchange
Public Policy Objective
Public Policy
Legal Act
European Legal Act
National Legal Act
Legislation Catalogue

Organisational View
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The Organisational view models the most salient Architecture Building Blocks that shall be
considered in order to support organisational aspects for the End to End design of Digital
Public Services.

Narrative: [Digital Public Service] is delivered according to its [Digital Service Delivery Model]
and realizes a [Digital Business Capability] by accessing [Information] given by a
[representation] in conjunction with an [ontology] that enables the enactment of
[information] in a given digital public service context. [Digital Public Service] is documented in
[Digital Public Service Catalogue] that can be used among others for service portfolio
management. The [Digital Public Service Catalogue] aggregate the [Shared Governance
Framework] as the [Organisational Agreement] and the [Digital Service Delivery Model].
[Digital Public Delivery Model] is composed by [Digital Public Service Delivery Machine Agent]
and [Digital Public Service Delivery Human Agent] which both serves a role [Agent]. [Agent] is
assigned with a stakeholder [Legal Entity] which is the specialization of other stakeholders
such us [Organization] and [Individual]. [Organization] is also a specialization of [Public
Administration] and [Business]. An [Agent] can act both like [Digital Public Service Provider]
and [Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer]. Both of roles are aggregated with [Digital
Public Service Delivery]. [Organisational Agreement], of which [Organisational Interoperability
Agreement] is a specialisation. Also [Framework Agreement] is composed with [Organizational
Agreement] which also associate with [Data Owner] and [Digital Governance] which is a
specilization of [Security Governance]. The [Digital Governance] associate with
[Interoperability Framework], [Security Framework], and [Privacy Framework]. Also [Digital
Governance] is associate with [Digital Agenda] which is a realization of [Digitalization
Roadmap] which realize the [Interoperable Public Service Implementation Orientation].
These different Architecture Building Blocks define the [Organisational Governance content]
and [Organisational Functional content] and each of these Architecture Building Blocks can
have any [Interoperability Specification] associated, of which the [Solution Specification] is a
specialisation. Both the contents are defined by [Architecture Requirement], of which the
[Interoperability Requirement] is a specialization.
Organisational view ABBs
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Means for Public Policy Objectives Convergence Assurance and Control
Specific Agreement
Framework Agreement
Organisational Agreement
Data Owner
Organisational Interoperability Agreement

Delegation of Powers Provisioning Digital Public Services
Interoperable Digital Public Service Implementation Orientation
Digitalisation Roadmap
Digital Agenda
Interoperability Strategy
Information Risk Management Component
Digital Governance
Security Governance
Interoperability Framework
Security Framework
Privacy Framework
Shared Governance Framework
Architecture Principle
Detail-Level Architecture Requirement
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Detail Level Architecture Requirement
Solution Specification
Digital Public Service Delivery Model
Business
Organisation
Public Administration
Legal Entity

Individual
Agent
Digital Public Service Delivery Machine Agent
Digital Public Service Delivery Human Agent
Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer
Digital Public Service Delivery
Digital Public Service Delivery Provider
Digital Public Service
Digital Public Service Catalogue
Digital Business Capability
Information

Semantic view
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The Semantic view models the most salient Architecture Building Blocks that should be
considered in order to support semantic aspects for the End to End design of
interoperable Digital Public Services.
Narrative: [Data] is stored as [Representation]. [Data] can be grouped in [Data Sets],
which can be documented in [Data Set Catalogues] or in [Ontology] which can be
grouped in [Ontologies Catalogue] or in [Data Mappings] which can be grouped in [Data
Mapping Catalogue].[Virtual Data Set] are composed with [Data Set] and [Base Registry],
[Reference Data] and [ Data Policies] are specialization of [Data Set].[Metadata] is a
specialization of [Data].[Forms Strictures], [Data Syntax], [Data Model], [Controlled
Vocabulary] and [Hash Code] are specialization of [Metadata] . [Open Data] are
specialization of [Data], and [Legal Act Representation] is specialization of
Representation]. [Data] has a specific [Data Owner] that is responsible of its
management, together with [Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer] and [Digital Public
Service Delivery Provider Provider] and all negotiate and reach a [Semantic Agreement]
and/or a [Semantic Interoperability Agreement], which is a specialisation of [Semantic
Agreement].Also [Specific Agreement] is composed with [Semantic Agreement]. [Data] is
subject to [Data Policy], which also influence its [Representation]. Specific cases of [Data
Policy] are [Master Data Policy], [Data portability Policy], [Open Data Policy], [Privacy
Policy] and [Security Policy]. [Data], [Data Policy] and [Semantic Agreement] are
aggregated with [Shared Knowledge Base]
These different Architecture Building Blocks define the [Semantic Functional content] and
[Semantic Governance Content], each of these Architecture Building Blocks can have any
[Architecture Requirement] associated, of which [Solution Specification] is a realisation.
The [Interoperability Specification], which is a specialisation of [Solution Specification], is
divided in [Data Model], of which [Core Data Model] and [Data Entities] are
specialisations, [Controlled Vocabulary] and [Data Syntax].
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-3-views-viewpoints-and-architecture-building-…
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Semantic view ABBs
Semantic Interoperability Agreement
Master Data Policy
Open Data Policy
Data Portability Policy
Security Policy
Privacy Policy
Data Policy
Semantic Agreement
Shared Knowledge Base
Architecture Principle
Detail-Level Architecture Requirement
Solution Specification
Data Mapping Catalogue
Data Mapping
Distributed Ledger
Ontologies Catalogue
Ontology
Data Set Catalogue
Data Set
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Base Registry
Reference Data
Data Policies
Virtual DataSet
Legal Act Representation
Representation

Data
Open Data
Metadata
Hash Code
Controlled Vocabulary
Data Model
Data Syntax
Forms Structure

Technical view - Application
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The Technical - Application Domain specific view contains the most salient application
Architecture Building Blocks that need to be considered in order to support technical
aspects for the End to End design of Digital Solutions. A Digital Solution can support one
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-3-views-viewpoints-and-architecture-building…
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or more public policies.
Narrative: [Interoperable Digital Solution] is composed with [Shared Platform], where it
provides access to data .The [Interoperable Digital Solution] includes [Machine to
Machine Interface] with [Human Interface] which both realize [Digital Public Service
Delivery] which assign [Digital Public Service] which realize [Digital Business Capability].
Also [Machine to Machine Interface] and [Human Interface] assign [Digital Solution
Service] which realized by[Outsourcing Strategy Solution] and [Digital Solution
Component] which serving by [Computing Hosting Networking, and Data Hosting In
fracture] and realized by [Outsourcing Strategy Solution]. [Interoperable Digital Solution]
influenced by [Technical Agreement].[Technical Agreement] is composed with [Specific
Agreement] and associate with [Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer] and [Digital
Public Service Delivery Provider].
[Shared Platform] includes [Discovery Enablers] enables to register the system services in
which [Web Service] which is a specialization of [API] realizes [Machine to Machine
Interface] and [Human Interface].[API Catalogue Component] realizes [API Discovery and
Catalogue Service] which associate with [API Catalogue] which associate with [API].
[Service Registry] is associate with [Web Service] and [Service Discovery and Registry
Service] which realized by [Service Registry Component]. [Software Components
Catalogue] is associate with [Software Component Discovery and Catalogue Service]
which realized by [Software Component Catalogue Component]. [Orchestration Enablers]
in which [Orchestration Component] realizes [Orchestration Service].[ Security Enables]
in which access control is managed through the services in which Firewall Component
realizes [Firewall Service] and [Audit Component] realizes [Audit Service]. [Test Enablers]
in which [Conformance Testing Component] accesses [Conformance Test Scenario] and
realizes [Conformance Testing Service].Trust between systems is established with Identity
management is realised with [Trust Enablers] in which [Trust Service Provisioning
Component] realizes [e-Signature Creation Service],[e-signature Verification and
Validation Service],[e-signature Preservation Service], [e-Seal Creation Service], [e-Seal
Verification and Validation Service], [e-Seal Preservation Service], [e-Timestamp Creation
Service], [e-Timestamp Verification and Validation Service], [Registered Electronic Delivery
Service] and Integrity Verification Service]. Also [Blockchain Component] realizes
[Blockchain Service].In [Identification and Access Enablers] , [Identification Component]
realizes [Authentication Service],[Request Validation Service], [Registration Service] which
all of three have access to [Directory].Also access here have [Access Management
Service] which realized by [Access Management Component]. [ Identity Management
Service], [Authorization Service] and [Accounting Service] are specializations of [Access
Management Service].In [Data Exchange Enablers] exist [Data Exchange Component]
which realizes [Data Exchange Service].In [Data Management Enablers] exist the
[Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue Service] which realized by [Ontological Class
Mapping Catalogue Component] and associate with [Ontological Class Mapping
Catalogue]. Also the [Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue Service] realized by [Data Syntax
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-3-views-viewpoints-and-architecture-building…
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Mapping Catalogue Component] and associate with [Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue].
[Metadata Management Component realizes [Metadata Management Service]. [eArchiving Component] realizes [e-Archiving Service]. [Data Management Component]
realizes [Data Management Service]. [Forms Management Component] realizes [ Content
Management Service] and [Forms Management Service].[Data Publication Component]
realizes [Data Publication Service]. [Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading
Component] realizes [ Data ,Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Service]. [Data
Quality Component] realizes [Data Quality Service]. In [ Privacy Enablers] exist the
[Privacy Component] which realizes the [Privacy Service]. In [Knowledge Discovery
Enablers] the [Knowledge Discovery Component] realizes [Knowledge Discovery
Component Service] which associate with [Knowledge Triple stone]. In [Analytics
Enablers] [Data Analytics Component] realizes [Data Analytics Service] and [Artificial
Intelligent Component] realizes [Artificial Intelligent Service] . In [Translation
Enablers]enable the possibility to increase the accessibility to public service through
[Machine Translation Component] realizes [Machine Translation Service]. In [Users
Expierence Management Enablers] the [UX Management Component] in which exist the
[MyDigitalPublicServicesDeliveryPreference Component],[MyInfo Component],
[MyCalentar Component], [MySingleWindow Component] realizes the [UX Management
Service] in which exist the [MyDigitalPublicServicesDeliveryPreferencesServices],
[MyInfoService],[MyCalendar Service] and [MySileWindowService] .In [Digital Workplace
Enablers] exist [Digital Workplace Component] which realizes [Digital Workplace Service].
In [Financial Transaction Enablers] enables the use of [e-Payment Component] which
realizes [e-Payment Service]to digitally execute financial transactions. In [Public
Procurement Enablers] exist [eProcurement Accessing Component] which realizes
[eProcurement Accessing Service] . [eProcurement Contracting Component] which
realizes [eProcurement Contacting Service], [eProcurement Evaluating Component]
which realizes [eProcurement Evaluating Service], [eProcurement Notifying Component]
which realizes [eProcurement Notifying Service], [eProcurement Quoting Service] which
realizes [eProcurement Quoting Component],[eProcurement Awarding Component]
which realizes [eProcurement Awarding Service], [eProcurement Discovering
Component] which realizes [eProcurement Discovering Service], [eProcurement Fulfilling
Component], which realizes [eProcurement Fulfilling Service], [eProcurement Ordering
Component] which realizes [eProcurement Ordering Service], [eProcurement Submitting
Component] which realizes [eProcurement Submitting Service]. In [eProcurement
Enablers] exist [eProcurement Invoicing Component] which realized eProcurement
Invoicing Service]
The Architecture Building Blocks defined in the [Digital Solution] can have
[Interoperability Specification] associated, which is a specialisation of [Solution
Specification] and also realises [Interoperability Requirement].
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Technical view - Application ABBs
Technical Agreement
Technical Interoperability Agreement
Saas
PaaS
IaaS

Architecture Principle
Detail-Level Architecture Requirement
Solution Specification
Interoperable Digital Solution
Machine to Machine Interface
Human Interface
Digital Solution Service
Digital Solution Component
Shared Platform
API Discovery and Catalogue Service
API Catalogue
API
Service Registry
Service Discovery and Registry Service
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Service Discovery and Registry Service

Software Component Discovery and Catalogue Service
Software Components Catalogue
API Catalogue Component
Web Service
Service Registry Component
Software Component Catalogue Component

Orchestration Service
Orchestration Component
Firewall Service
Firewall Component
Audit Service
Audit Component
Conformance Testing Service
Conformance Testing Component
Conformance Test Scenario
e-Signature Creation Service
e-Seal Creation Service
e-Timestamp Creation Service
Integrity Verification Service
Blockchain Service
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e-Signature Verification and Validation Service
e-Seal Verification and Validation Service
e-Timestamp Verification and Validation Service
Blockchain Component
e-Signature Preservation Service
e-Seal Preservation Service

Registered Electronic Delivery Service
Trust Service Provisioning Component
Authentication Service
Request Validation Service
Registration Service
Directory
Access Management Service
Identity management Service
Authorisation Service
Accounting Service
Identification Component
Access Management Component
Data Exchange Service
Data Exchange Component
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Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue Service
Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue
Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue Service
Metadata Management Service
e-Archiving Service
Data Management Service

Content Management Service
Forms Management Service
Data Publication Service
Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Service
Data Quality Service
Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue Component
Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue
Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue Component
Metadata Management Component
e-Archiving Component
Data Management Component
Forms Management Component
Data Publication Component
Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Component
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Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Component
Data Quality Component
Privacy Service
Privacy Component
Knowledge Discovery Component Service
Knowledge Triplestore
Knowledge Discovery Component

Data Analytics Service
Artificial Intelligence Service
Data Analytics Component
Artificial Intelligence Component
Machine Translation Service
Machine Translation Component
UX Management Service
MyDigitalPublicServicesDeliveryPreferences Service
MyInfo Service
MyCalendar Service
MySingleWindow Service
UX Management Component
MyDigitalPublicServicesDeliveryPreferences Component
MyInfo Component
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MyCalendar Component
MySingleWindow Component
Digital Workplace Service
Digital Workplace Component
e-Payment Service
e-Payment Component

eProcurement Accessing Service
eProcurement Contracting Service
eProcurement Evaluating Service
eProcurement Notifying Service
eProcurement Quoting Service
eProcurement Accessing Component
eProcurement Contracting Component
eProcurement Evaluating Component
eProcurement Notifying Component
eProcurement Quoting Component
eProcurement Awarding Service
eProcurement Discovering Service
eProcurement Fulfilling Service
eProcurement Ordering Service
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eProcurement Ordering Service

eProcurement Submitting Service
eProcurement Awarding Component
eProcurement Discovering Component
eProcurement Fulfilling Component
eProcurement Ordering Component
eProcurement Submitting Component

eProcurement Invoicing Service
eProcurement Invoicing Component

Technical view - Infrastructure

The Technical - Infrastructure view provides an architecture content metamodel for the
most salient cross-sectorial infrastructure services, along with the supporting hosting and
networking facilities, which shall be considered in order to support technical aspects for
the End to End design of Digital Solutions The difference with the application part of the
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the End to End design of Digital Solutions. The difference with the application part of the
Technical view is that the Architecture Building Blocks in the infrastructure view are
considered to be relevant for solutions in any sector of government.
Narrative:
A [Digital Solution Service] which give access to [Data] is realized by [Digital Solution
Component] which is serving by [Computing Hosting, Networking and Data Hosting
Infrastructure] and realized by [Outsourcing] which serve [Server].[Computing Hosting,
Networking and Data Hosting Infrastructure] providing all the necessary networks
through [Application Service], [Data Access Service], [Intranet Service],[Remote Desktop
Service],[VPN Service] and [Web Service].[Application Service] is assigned by [Application
Interface] and realized by [Host Application] which is a composed of [Application
Interface] and with [Application Server Software Environment] its part of [Application
Server]. [Application Server] is associating with [Enterprise Service Bus] which flow
information with [Computing Hosting, Networking and Data Hosting Infrastructure].Also
[High Performance Server] is a specialization of [Application Server]. [Data Access Service]
is assigned with [Data Interface]. Also have access to [Data Space] and realized by [Host
Data Management]. [Data Virtualization] is specialization of [Host Data Management]
which is serving by [Data Server Software Environment]. [Triplestone], [Data Hub], [Data
Lake] and [Data Warehouse] are specialization of [Data Space].[Data Space] and [Host
Data Management] are part of [Data Server] which associate with [Back end Firewall]
which associate with [Enterprise Service Bus]. [Intranet Servise] is assigned with
[Intranetwork Service] which is composed by [Intranet Application] which serves by
[Intranet Server Environment] and realizes [Intranet Service], which have access to
[Intranet Website], which have associate with [Intranet Application Database]. Both
[Intranet Website] and [Intranet Application] are part of [Intranet Server] which associate
with [Enterprise Service Bus].[Remote Desktop Service] is assigned with [Remote Desktop
Interface] which is composed by [Remote Desktop Server], which realize [Remote
Desktop Service] and associate with [Enterprise Service Bus]. [VPN] Service] assigned with
[VPN Interface] which composed by [VPN Application] which served by [VPN Server
Environment] which associate with [VPN Path] which realized [VPN Service]. Also [VPN
Path] associate with [VPN Client] which is part of [VPN Client Device]. [VPN Application] is
part of [Virtual Private Network Server] which associate with [Extranet Firewall] which
associate with [Entersprise Service Bus]. [VPN Path] is part of the [Internet] which
associate with [Sensors] and [Smart Devices]. [Web Service] are assigned with [Internet
Interface] which is composed by [Web Application] which realizes [Web Service] and
serving by [Web Server Environment], which have access to [External Website] which
have associate with [External Application Database].[ External Website],[External Web
Application Database], [Web Application] and [Front-end Firewall] are part of [Web
Server] which associate with [Internet].All this [Technology Infrastructure Functional
Content] is influenced by [Shared Legal Framework] which influence the [Technical
Agreement] which composed by [Specific Agreement] and associate with [Digital Public
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Service Delivery Provider] and [Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer].
The Architecture Building Blocks defined in both the [Digital Service Infrastructure] and
the [Computing Hosting, Networking, and Data Hosting Infrastructure] can have any
[Interoperability Specification] associated, of which the [Solution Specification] is a
specialization.

Technical view - Infrastructure ABBs
Technical Agreement

Technical Interoperability Agreement
Architecture Principle
Detail-Level Architecture Requirement
Solution Specification
Outsourcing
Saas
PaaS
IaaS
Computing Hosting, Networking, and Data Hosting Infrastructure
Application Service
Data Access Service
Intranet Service
Remote Desktop Service
VPN Service
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Web Service
On Premise Facility
Application Interface
Data Interface
Intranetwork Service
Remote Desktop Interface

Terminal Interface
VPN Interface
Internet Interface
Application Server
Host Application
Application Server Software Environment
High Performance Server
Data Server
Data Space
Host Data Management
Data Virtualization
Data Warehouse
Data Server Software Environment
Data Lake
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Data Hub
Triplestore
Knowledge
Intranet Server
Internal Website
Internal Web Application Database

Intranet Application
Intranet Server Environment
Remote Desktop Services Server
Virtual Private Network Server
VPN Application
VPN Server Environment
Web Server
External Website
Front-end Firewall
External Web Application Database
Web Application
Web Server Environment
Internet
VPN Path
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VPN Client Device
VPN Client
Sensor
Smart Device
Extranet Firewall
User Terminal

Back-end Firewall
Enterprise Service Bus

EIRA Viewpoints
Conceptual model for Integrated Public Service Provisioning viewpoint
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The Conceptual Model for Integrated Public Service Provisioning promotes reusability as a
driver for interoperability, recognising that the European public services should reuse
information and services that already exist and may be available from various sources inside
or beyond the organisational boundaries of public administrations. Information and services
should be retrievable and be made available in interoperable formats. Security and privacy
requirements should be considered and measures for the provision of each public service
according to risk management plans should be identified. Trust services should be used
according to the Regulation on eID and Trust Services as mechanisms that ensure secure and
protected data exchange in public services.

Narrative:
A [Digital Public Service] is provided via a [Service Delivery Mode]. This [Public Service] can use
other [Public Service] to realise a [Digital Business Capability] and are coordinated via
[Orchestration Service]. This service use internal or external ([Data], [Digital Solution
Services]). Information source and services . [Key Interoperability Enablers] principles apply to
the entire conceptual model.
Conceptual model for Integrated Public Service Provisioning viewpoint ABBs
Key Interoperability Enablers
Digital Public Service Delivery
Digital Public Service
Digital Business Capability
Orchestration Service
Data
Digital Solution Service
Security and Privacy
EIRA Ontology Viewpoint
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• DESCRIPTION: [Analysis of a target digital public solution] groups the following ABBs:
[Interoperability Dimension] which is associated with the [EIRA Architecture Building
Blocks] requirement. the [EIRA Architecture Building Blocks] composes the [EIRA View],
which is associated with the [EIF Interoperability Level], aggregates the [EIRA Viewpoint]
and is a specialization of the [Key Interoperability Enabler] and [Architecture Building
Block] which in turn adds granularity to the [Detail - level Architecture Requirement]. The
[Detail - level Architecture Requirement] is a specialist ion of the [Interoperability
Requirement] which aggregates all the [Interoperability Aspects]. [Analysis of a target
digital public solution] is influenced by [Architecture Principle] which is a specialization of
the [EIF Principle] and aggregates the [European Library of Architecture Principle].
[Architecture Principle] influences also the [Solution design of a target digital public
service / Documentation of an existing digital public service] which is composed by the
[EIRA Solution Building Block] that realizes the [Interoperability Specification] and
specializes the [Solution Building Block] that, in turn, is composed by the [Digital Solution]
which realizes the [Interoperable Digital Solution]. The [Solution Building Block] realizes
the [Solution Specification] that is a specialization of the [Interoperability Specification]
which aggregates the [EIRA Library of Interoperability Specifications].
EIRA Ontology Viewpoint ABBs
Interoperability Dimension
EIF Interoperability Level
EIRA View
EIRA Viewpoint
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Key Interoperability Enabler
EIRA Architecture Building Block
Architecture Building Block
Detail-Level Architecture Requirement
Interoperability Requirement
Interoperability Aspect

EIF Principle
Architecture Principle
European Library of Architecture Principles
EIRA Solution Building Block
Solution Building Block
Digital Solution
Interoperable Digital Solution
Solution Specification
Interoperability Specification
EIRA Library of Interoperability Specifications

Highlevel viewpoint
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The EIRA© Highlevel viewpoint models an introductory overview of the focal Architecture
Building Blocks of each view. It aligns the EIRA© with the service delivery model
described within the Interoperability Maturity Model (IMM), and the New European
Interoperability Framework (EIF) conceptual model for public services.
The ABBs included in the high-level viewpoint represent the points that link the EIRA©’s
views enabling traceability between their different Architecture Building Blocks. They are
not necessarily mandatory but should always be considered by a user of the EIRA© when
executing one of its use cases.
The EIRA© with its views provides a set of Architecture Building Blocks, important to
facilitate interoperability. Each view, one for each interoperability level, is represented
with the Focal Architecture Building Blocks needed to deliver an interoperable solution.
These focal Architecture Building Blocks are indicated with an accented colour.
In the high-level are represented the ABBs that link the EIRA©’s views enabling navigation
between the different views. As such they should be considered as critical components of
any interoperable public service. They are not necessarily mandatory but should always
be considered by a user of the EIRA© when executing one of its use cases.
Narrative: This viewpoint selects Architecture Building Blocks from the five different views
highlighting the focal building blocks of the EIRA©:
1.

The selected Architecture Building Block of the legal view shows the [Public Policy]

realized by the [Legal Act] and [Shared Legal framework] which are the mainspring of the
solution.
2.

The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the organizational view show a [Shared

Governance Framework] that aggregates the [Organizational Functional Content] which
considers a [Digital Public Service] which can be an aggregation of other [Digital Public
Service]. The [Digital Public Service] realises [Digital Business Capability]. A [Digital
Business Capability] describes key functions supporting the [Digital Public Service]. A
[Digital Public Service] accesses [Information], which can be an aggregation of other
[Information]. At the same time a [Digital Public Service] is assigned by a [Digital Public
Service Delivery] which is connected through a serving relation with the [Digital Public
Service Delivery Model].
3.

The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the semantic view shows the [Shared

Knowledge Base] and that the [Semantic Functional Content] is composed of a
[Representation], stored as [Data] and the [Ontology].
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The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the technical views - application shows

that a [Interoperable Digital Solution Service] is composed of a [Digital Solution Service]
realized by a [Digital Solution Component] and lets consumers access it via [Machine to
Machine Interface] and/or [Human Interface], which are part of a [Application
Presentation and Access Enablers]. A [Digital Solution] exposes one or more [Digital
Solution Service] via its [Machine to Machine Interface] and/or [Human Interface]. The
[Digital Solution] uses [Digital Service Infrastructure] which uses a [Computing Hosting,
Networking, and Data Hosting Infrastructure].
5.

The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the technical views - infrastructure

considers the [Computing Hosting, Networking and Data Hosting Infrastructure].

Highlevel viewpoint ABBs
Digital Business Capability
Data
Computing Hosting, Networking, and Data Hosting Infrastructure
Human Interface
Digital Solution Component
Digital Solution Service
Digital Public Service
Machine to Machine Interface
Public Policy
Representation
Shared Governance Framework
Shared Knowledge Base
Shared Legal Framework
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Shared Platform
Legal Act
Digital Public Service Delivery Model
Digital Public Service Delivery
Information
Ontology

Interoperable Digital Solution

Interoperability Governance viewpoint
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The Interoperability Privacy viewpoint highlights the EIRA building blocks that are
relevant when implementing the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or
assessing an existing architecture against the GDPR principles. Public administrations
must indeed guarantee the citizens’ privacy, and the confidentiality, authenticity, integrity
and non-repudiation of information provided by citizens and businesses.
Narrative: The selected Architecture Building Blocks from the five different views
highlight the Architecture Building Blocks of the EIRA that are that are relevant with
respect to GDPR:
1. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the legal view show that privacy
requirements are coming from a [Public Policy] realised by a [Binding instrument].
2. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the organisational view show that the
[Privacy Framework] applies to the [Digital Public Service] which is assigned by the [Data
Owner] and provided by the [Digital Public Service Provider]. The [Digital Public Service]
serves the [Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer], assigned to an [Individual] that is
associated to the [Information] accessible though the [Organisation] which is a
specialissed by [Public Administration] and [Business].
3. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the semantic view show that [Data]
aggregates [Data Set], [Ontology] and [Data Mapping] and that it is subject to the [Data
Policy].
4. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the Technical View shows many service
involving data impacted by the privacy regulation, such as
[Data Extraction,Transformation and Loading Service], [Data Quality Service], [e-Archiving
Service], [Data Publication Service], [Data Exchange Service] and [Data Management
Service]; all the services reported are realised by their specific Application Component.
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Additionally, a [Privacy Service], realised by a [Privacy Component] implementing GDPR
principle can be used to ensure compliance.
5.

The selected Architecture Building Block of the EIF Underlying Principles view show

the [EIF Principle], the general intended properties used to achieve interoperability, of
which the [Security and Privacy] is a specialisation. The interoperability Specifications can
be used to define the interoperability aspects for any of the Architecture Building Blocks.

Interoperability Governance viewpoint ABBs

Public Policy Cycle

Legal Agreement
Legal Interoperability Agreement
Means for Public Policy Objectives Convergence Assurance and
Control
Specific Agreement
Framework Agreement
Organisational Agreement
Data Owner
Organisational Interoperability Agreement
Delegation of Powers Provisioning Digital Public Services
Interoperable Digital Public Service Implementation Orientation
Digitalisation Roadmap
Digital Agenda
Interoperability Strategy
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Digital Governance
Interoperability Framework
Security Framework
Privacy Framework
Semantic Agreement
Semantic Interoperability Agreement

Master Data Policy
Open Data Policy
Data Portability Policy
Security Policy
Privacy Policy
Data Policy
Technical Agreement
Technical Interoperability Agreement

Interoperability Privacy viewpoint
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The Interoperability Privacy viewpoint highlights the EIRA building blocks that are
relevant when implementing the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or
assessing an existing architecture against the GDPR principles. Public administrations
must indeed guarantee the citizens’ privacy, and the confidentiality, authenticity, integrity
and non-repudiation of information provided by citizens and businesses.
Narrative: The selected Architecture Building Blocks from the five different views
highlight the Architecture Building Blocks of the EIRA that are that are relevant with
respect to GDPR:
1. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the legal view show that privacy
requirements are coming from a [Public Policy] realised by a [Binding instrument].
2. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the organisational view show that the
[Privacy Framework] applies to the [Digital Public Service] which is assigned by the [Data
Owner] and provided by the [Digital Public Service Provider]. The [Digital Public Service]
serves the [Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer], assigned to an [Individual] that is
associated to the [Information] accessible though the [Organisation] which is a
specialissed by [Public Administration] and [Business].
3. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the semantic view show that [Data]
aggregates [Data Set], [Ontology] and [Data Mapping] and that it is subject to the [Data
Policy].
4. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the Technical View shows many service
involving data impacted by the privacy regulation, such as
[Data Extraction,Transformation and Loading Service], [Data Quality Service], [e-Archiving
Service], [Data Publication Service], [Data Exchange Service] and [Data Management
Service]; all the services reported are realised by their specific Application Component.
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Additionally, a [Privacy Service], realised by a [Privacy Component] implementing GDPR
principle can be used to ensure compliance.
5.

The selected Architecture Building Block of the EIF Underlying Principles view show

the [EIF Principle], the general intended properties used to achieve interoperability, of
which the [Security and Privacy] is a specialisation. The interoperability Specifications can
be used to define the interoperability aspects for any of the Architecture Building Blocks.

Interoperability Privacy viewpoint ABBs
Public Policy

Binding Instrument
Organisation
Information
Individual
Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer
Public Administration
Business
Digital Public Service
Digital Public Service Delivery Provider
Data Owner
Privacy Framework
Virtual DataSet
Data Set
Ontology
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Data Mapping
Data
Data Policy
Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Service
Data Quality Service
Data Publication Service

e-Archiving Service
Metadata Management Service
Data Exchange Service
Data Management Service
Data Management Component
Data Exchange Component
Metadata Management Component
e-Archiving Component
Data Publication Component
Data Quality Component
Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Component
EIF Principle
Security and privacy
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Interoperability Security viewpoint

The Interoperability Security and Privacy viewpoint models the most salient Architecture
Building Blocks related to both security and privacy in the domain of interoperability.
Citizens and businesses must be confident that when they interact with public authorities
they are doing so in a secure and trustworthy environment and in full compliance with
l
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relevant regulations, e.g. the Regulation and Directive on data protection, and the
Regulation on electronic identification and trust services. Public administrations must
guarantee the citizens’ privacy, and the confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and nonrepudiation of information provided by citizens and businesses.
Security and privacy are primary concerns in the provision of public services. When public
administrations and other entities exchange official information, the information should
be transferred, depending on security requirements, via a secure, harmonised, managed
and controlled network. Transfer mechanisms should facilitate information exchanges
between administrations, businesses and citizens. Appropriate mechanisms should allow
secure exchange of electronically verified messages, records, forms and other kinds of
information between the different systems; should handle specific security requirements

and electronic identification and trust services such as electronic signatures/seals
creation and verification; and should monitor traffic to detect intrusions, changes of data
and other type of attacks.
Source: The New EIF
https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/sites/isa/files/eif_brochure_final.pdf
Narrative: This viewpoint selects Architecture Building Blocks from the five different view
highlighting the Security and Privacy aspects of the EIRA©:
1.

The selected Architecture Building Block of the legal view shows the [Public Policy],

which is that mainspring of the solution
2.

The selected Architecture Building Block of the organisational view shows the

[Security Framework], associated with the [Security Governance] which is that mainspring
of the solution.
3.

The selected Architecture Building Block of the semantic view shows the [Security

Policy], which is that mainspring of the solution.
4.

The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the technical view Application shows that

a [Interoperable Digital Solution], which considers [Human Interface] and [Machine to
Machine Interface] is supported by a [Shared platform] which uses [Trust Enablers],
[Application Security Enablers], [Identification and Access Enablers] and [Data Exchange
Enablers]. [Trust Enablers] such as [Integrity Verification Service], [e-Signature Creation
Service], [e-Seal Creation Service], [e-Timestamp Creation Service], [e-Signature
Verification and Validation Service], [e-Seal Verification and Validation Service], [eTimestamp Verification and Validation Service], [e-Signature Preservation Service], [e-Seal
Preservation Service] and [Registered Electronic Delivery Service], are all realised by a
[Trust Service Provisioning Component]. [Identification and Access Enablers] is composed
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-3-views-viewpoints-and-architecture-building…
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of [Authentication Service], [Request Validation Service] and [Registration Service] which
are realised by [Identification Component] and that provides access to the [Directory],
accessed also by the [Access Management Service], realised by the [Access Management
Component]. [Application Security Enablers] is realised of [Firewall Service], composed of
[Firewall Component] and [Audit Service], which is realised by an [Audit Component].
[Data Exchange Enablers] composed of Data Exchange Service] realised by the [Data
Exchange Component].
5. The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the technical view Infrastructure shows an
[Outsourcing Facility] and [On - Premise Facility] composed of [Back End Firewall] and
[Extranet Firewall].

5.

The selected Architecture Building Blocks of the EIF Underlying Principles view show

that [Interoperability Specifications] realises [EIF Principles], the general intended
properties used to achieve interoperability, of which the [Security and Privacy] is a
specialisation. The interoperability Specifications can be used to define the
interoperability aspects for any of the Architecture Building Blocks.

Interoperability Security viewpoint ABBs
Public Policy
Security Governance
Security Framework
Security Policy
Interoperability Specification
EIF Principle
Security and privacy
Interoperable Digital Solution
Human Interface
Machine to Machine Interface
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Shared Platform
e-Signature Creation Service
e-Seal Creation Service
e-Timestamp Creation Service
Integrity Verification Service
e-Signature Verification and Validation Service

e-Seal Verification and Validation Service
e-Timestamp Verification and Validation Service
Registered Electronic Delivery Service
e-Seal Preservation Service
e-Signature Preservation Service
Trust Service Provisioning Component
Firewall Service
Audit Service
Firewall Component
Audit Component
Authentication Service
Request Validation Service
Registration Service
Identification Component
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Directory
Access Management Service
Access Management Component
Data Exchange Service
Data Exchange Component
On-premises Facility

Extranet Firewall
Back-end Firewall
Outsourcing Facility

Key Interoperability Enablers viewpoint
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The Key Interoperability Enablers viewpoint models the most salient key interoperability
enablers(*). The viewpoint uses the ArchiMate© motivation extension to assess the
structural interoperability readiness, the behavioral interoperability readiness and the
governance interoperability readiness of solutions that are necessary to enable the
efficient and effective delivery of public services across administrations. European public
service provision often requires different public administrations to work together to meet
end users’ needs and provide public services in an integrated way. When multiple
organizations are involved there is a need for coordination and governance by the
authorities with a mandate for planning, implementing and operating European public
services. Services should be governed to ensure: collaboration, seamless execution,
reuse of services and data, and development of new services and ‘building blocks'.
(*)DECISION (EU) 2015/2240 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of
25 November 2015 establishing a programme on interoperability solutions and common
frameworks for European public administrations, businesses and citizens (ISA2
programme) as a means for modernising the public sector.
The Key Interoperability Enablers viewpoint covers all EIF interoperability aspects: legal,
organisational, semantic and technical. Ensuring interoperability when preparing legal
instruments, organisation business processes, data/information/knowledge exchange,
services and components that support European interoperable digital public services is a
continuous task, as interoperability is regularly disrupted by changes to the environment,
i.e. in legislation, the needs of businesses or citizens, the organisational structure of
public administrations, the business processes, and by the emergence of new
technologies.
Source: The New EIF
https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/sites/isa/files/eif_brochure_final.pdf
Narrative: This viewpoint selects Architecture Building Blocks of the EIRA© that are key
enablers for the interoperability of public services:
1.

EIF [Interoperability Principles] are used to realise the overall goal of achieving

interoperability.
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Particularly, the goal of [Achieve Legal Interoperability] is realised by a [Shared Legal

Framework] of [re]usable legal resources that enables:
structural interoperability by legal resources supporting reusing and/or sharing
legislation (i.e. [Legislation Catalogue] enabling provisioning/consuming legal texts cross
public administrations and cross borders);
behavioral interoperability by legal resources supporting exchanging capabilities of data,
information or knowledge with internal/external peers (i.e. [Legislation on Data
Information and Knowledge Exchange] enabling data/information/knowledge to be
provisioned/consumed cross public administrations and cross borders); and
governance interoperability by legislation supporting the collaboration with
internal/external peers exchanging data, information or knowledge (i.e. [Legal

Interoperability Agreement] on legal terms assuring juridical certainty enabling agreed
legal terms/conditions for sharing, reuse and exchange of data/information/knowledge
cross public administrations and cross borders).
3.

Particularly, the goal of [Achieving Organisational Interoperability] is realised by a

[Shared Governance Framework] of [re]usable organisational resources that enables:
structural interoperability by organisational resources supporting reusing and/or sharing
of digital public services (i.e. [Digital Public Service Catalogue] enabling
provisioning/consuming public services cross public administrations and cross borders);
behavioural interoperability by organisational resources supporting exchanging
capabilities of data, information or knowledge with internal/external peers (i.e. [Digital
Public Service Delivery Model], served by [Digital Public Service Delivery] enabling
data/information/knowledge to be provisioned/consumed cross public administrations
and cross borders); and governance interoperability by governance resources supporting
the collaboration with internal/external peers exchanging data, information or
knowledge (i.e. [Organisational Interoperability Agreement] on organisational
terms/conditions enabling sharing, reuse and exchange of data/information/knowledge
cross public administrations and cross borders).
4.

Particularly, the goal of [Achieving Semantic Interoperability] is realized by a [Shared

Knowledge Base] of usable data, information and knowledge resources that enables:
structural interoperability by semantic resources supporting reusing and/or sharing of
data, information and knowledge (i.e. [Data Set Catalogue], [Ontologies Catalogue] and
[Data Mapping Catalogue] enabling provisioning/consuming data, information and
knowledge cross public administrations and cross borders); behavioral interoperability by
semantic resources supporting exchanging capabilities of data, information or knowledge
with internal/external peers (i.e. [Open Data], [Distributed Ledger] and [Virtual Data Set];
and governance interoperability by semantic resources supporting the collaboration with
internal/external peers exchanging data information or knowledge (i e [Semantic
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internal/external peers exchanging data, information or knowledge (i.e. [Semantic
Interoperability Agreement] on interpretations enabling sharing, reuse and exchange of
data/information/knowledge cross public administrations and cross borders).
5.

Particularly, the goal of [Achieving Technical Interoperability] is realised by a [Shared

Platform] of [re]usable ICT resources (i.e. the platform) that enables structural
interoperability by ICT resources supporting reusing and/or sharing of data, and that
realises [Software component Discovery and catalogue Service], [API Discovery and
Catalogue Service], [Service Discovery and Registry Service]; at the same time [Shared
Platform] realises also [Machine to Machine], [Human Interface], [Data Exchange Service],
[UX Management Service] and [Digital Workplace Service]. [Shared Platform] governance
interoperability by ICT resources supports also the collaboration with internal/external
peers exchanging data, information or knowledge (i.e. [Technical Interoperability

Agreements] on technical terms/conditions enabling provisioning/consuming back-office
services cross public administrations and cross borders).

Key Interoperability Enablers viewpoint ABBs
EIF Principle
Achieve Legal Interoperability
Achieve Organisational Interoperability
Achieve Semantic Interoperability
Achieve Technical Interoperability
Shared Legal Framework
Shared Governance Framework
Shared Knowledge Base
Shared Platform
Legislation Catalogue
Digital Public Service Catalogue
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Digital Public Service Catalogue
Data Mapping Catalogue
Ontologies Catalogue
Data Set Catalogue

Software Component Discovery and Catalogue Service
API Discovery and Catalogue Service
Service Discovery and Registry Service

Key Structural IoP Enablers
Key Behavioural IoP Enablers
Legislation on Data Information and Knowledge Exchange
Digital Public Service Delivery Model
Digital Public Service Delivery
Virtual DataSet
Distributed Ledger
Open Data
Machine to Machine Interface
Human Interface
Data Exchange Service
UX Management Service
Digital Workplace Service
Key Governance IoP Enablers
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Legal Interoperability Agreement
Organisational Interoperability Agreement
Semantic Interoperability Agreement
Technical Interoperability Agreement

API viewpoint

The EIRA© API viewpoint models an introductory overview of the focal Architecture Building
Blocks required when modelling an API Interface.
The ABBs included in the API viewpoint represent all the required Busilding Block necessary to
design an API Interface accessible thoruh a web interface.
Narrative:
A [Client request for service] is made trough [Internet] and it triggers the [Authentication
Service] which serves the [Request Validation Service]that triggers the [HTTP(s) Load Balancer]
whichin turn triggers all the [Endpoints] related. Each [Endpoint] serves the [Application
Service] which triggers the [App Component] that, in turn, triggers the [Data Access Service].
The [Data Access Service] provides access to the [Data Space] which is composed by the [SQL
Data Space], [Read - Replica], [NoSQL Data Space] and [Virtual Data Space]. In the moment in
which the [Endpoint] is triggered data flows to the [API Response] which is composed by
[Data] and [Represenation] accessed by a [Request Validation Service]. The [API Response]
triggers the response that is provided to the user who requetd the data in the first instance.
API viewpoint ABBs
Internet
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Client request for service
Authentication Middleware
Authentication
Authentication Service
Input Validation
Request Validation Service

HTTP(S) Load Balancer
API Response
Representation
Data
Output Validation
Request Validation Service
HTTP(S) Load Balancer
API
Autoscaling Group
Application Instance
API Layer 1
Endpoint #1
Application Service #1
Endpoint #N
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Application Service #N
Application Component 1
App Component #1
App Component #N
Data Access Service
Data Space

SQL Data Space
Read-Replica
NoSQL Data Space
Virtual Data Space

Interoperable European Solution viewpoint
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The Interoperable European Solution viewpoint models the most salient Architecture Building
Blocks related to the modelling of interoperable solutions across europe. Public
administrations must consider all the aspects reported within the viewpoint when creating
solution that should consider all the aspects specific to interoperability.
Narrative:
[Interoperable Digital Solution] is composed by a [Shared Platform][Machine to Machine
Interface] and [Human Interface]. [Machine to Machine Interface] and [Human Interface] are
assigned to the [Digital Solution Component] relised by the [Digital Solution component] and
associated with the [Shared Knowledge Base]. [Interoperable Digital Solution] is regulated by
a [Shared Legal Framework] and associated with [Shared Governance Framework] which is
also associated with [Shared Legal Framework] and [Shared Platform]. The [Shared Legal
Framework] regulates also the [Shared Platform].
Interoperable European Solution viewpoint ABBs
Shared Governance Framework
Shared Legal Framework
Shared Knowledge Base
Interoperable Digital Solution
Machine to Machine Interface
Human Interface
Digital Solution Service
Digital Solution Component
Shared Platform
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EIRA
 European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA)
Downloads: 3462
Topic: ICT standardisation

Chapter #4 EIRA Glossary
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Previous section
Next section

The table below provides an overview of the most common terms and acronyms used
throughout this document.
The format of an EIRA© PURI is http:// data.europa.eu/dr8/<EIRA_ABB> ;
ABB's name

EIRA view

Description

Architecture Principle

Legal view

Architecture Principles d
underlying general rules
the use and deploymen
and assets across the en
reflect a level of consen
various elements of the
form the basis for makin
decisions.
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Legal view

Legal means, involving a
are available to the Euro
to carry out their tasks.

Detail-Level Architecture Requirement

Legal View

Detail-Level Architecture
is a Requirement formu
capabilities that a To-Be
Service should provide.

Legal Act

Legal view

Formalised set of rules o
potentially including req
concerning digital public

Granularity of Legal Requirements

Legal view

Granularity of Legal Req
Value Stream represent
granularity of legal requ
expressed in the contex
act.

Legal Interoperability Agreement

Legal view

A legal interoperability a
resource formalizing go
enabling collaboration b
public services

National Legal Act

Legal view

National Legal Act ABB i
enabling the adoption o
level.

European Legal Act

Legal view

European Legal Act ABB
Object enabling the ado
Institutions of the Europ
to exercise the powers g
the EU Treaties. They co
regulations, directives, d
recommendations and o

Legislation Catalogue

Legal view

Indexed inventory of leg
comprehensiveness and

Legislation on data Information and
Knowledge Exchange

Legal view

Legal act on the exchang
information, and knowle
different agents (private
national and/or cross-bo
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Non-Binding Instrument

Legal view

Legal means, involving n
are available to the Euro
to carry out their tasks.

Public Policy Cycle

Legal view

The series of public poli
regularly repeated in or
aspects of a public polic

Shared Legal Framework

Legal view

A shared legal framewo
[re]usable legal resource
convergence power, in r
policy goals attainment

Public Policy

Legal View

Set of principles followe
authority to bring about
the medium and long te

Legal Agreement

Legal View

Formal understandings
between two or more co

Public Policy Objective

Legal View

Public Policy Objective A
allowing public authorit
change in the medium a
given area. It is based on
objectives and is implem
variety of methods. It ap
territory within which th
authorised to act.

Solution Specification

Legal View

Solution Specification AB
Object being embodied
the highest possible leve
an Solution Building Blo
an agreed normative sta
of an European Digital P

Architecture Principle

Organisational
view

Architecture Principles d
underlying general rules
the use and deploymen
and assets across the en
reflect a level of consen
various elements of the
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form the basis for makin
decisions.
Agent

Organisational
view

Agent ABB is a Business
person or thing that tak
produces a specified eff

Digital Business Capability

Organisational
view

Digital Business Capabil
Capability enabling pub
to digitally perform an a
functions.

Data Owner

Organisational
view

Data owners are either
teams who make decisio
has the right to access a
how it’s used.

Information

Organisational
view

Information ABB is a Bu
describing business fact
opinions that are excha
of a public service to sup
Examples include an inv
prescription, a driving lic

Interoperability Strategy

Organisational
view

The overarching strateg
of cross-border interope

Digital Public Service

Organisational
view

A digital public service is
service provisioned by o
public administration via
delivery model in fulfilm
goals servicing to users
businesses or other pub
A European digital publi
any digital public service
cross-border dimension
public administrations, e
another or to businesse
Union. Once or more Di
can realize one Digital B
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Interoperable Digital Public Services
Implementation Orientation

Organisational
view

It is the specific set of de
rules/criteria/principles
implementing a digital p
through organisations, p
events

Organisation

Organisational
view

Organisation ABB is a St
a company that is forme
purpose.

Organisational Interoperability Agreement

Organisational
view

An organisational intero
agreement is a resource
formalizing governance
collaboration between d
services with enabling s
functioning value.

Organisational Agreement

Organisational
view

Is a resource of private n
governance rules enabli
between digital public s
enabling seamless funct

Privacy Framework

Organisational
view

Agreed governance app
confidentiality aspects o
and knowledge assets a
resources handling them

Public Administration

Organisational
view

A state, regional or loca
governed by public law
formed by one or severa
or a private entity.

Security Framework

Organisational
view

Agreed governance app
protection aspects on d
and knowledge assets a
resources handling them

Shared Governance Framework

Organisational
view

A shared legal framewo
[re]usable legal resource
convergence power in r
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convergence power, in r
policy goals attainment.

Business

Organisational
view

Business ABB is a Stake
buying, or selling goods
services in exchange for

Delegation of Powers Provisioning Digital
Public Services

Organisational
view

Delegation of Powers Pr
Public Services ABB is a
representing the extent
public service delivery is
public administrative tie

Detail-Level Architecture Requirement

Organisational
view

Detail-Level Architecture
is a Requirement formu
capabilities that a To-Be
Service should provide.

Digital Agenda

Organisational
view

Digital Agenda ABB is a
better access for consum
businesses to digital goo
across Europe by provid
advanced system of use
protection for consume

Digital Governance

Organisational
view

Digital Governance ABB
Object assuring the func
Interoperability Framew
include structures, roles
policies, standards, spec
practices, decision maki
procedures.

Digital Public Service Catalogue

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service Ca
Business Object indexin
active digital public serv
descriptions, that are pr
administration. This ABB
interoperability enabler
sharing/PROVISIONING
reusing/CONSUMING of
services.

Digital Public Service Delivery

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service De
Business Interface repre
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which the public sector
technologies to citizens
Digital Public Service Delivery Consumer

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service De
ABB is a Business Role r
entity that requires a se

Digital Public Service Delivery Human
Agent

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service De
Agent ABB is a Business
a person that takes an a
produces a specified eff

Digital Public Service Delivery Machine
Agent

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service De
Agent ABB is an Equipm
thing that takes an activ
a specified effect.

Digital Public Service Delivery Model

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service De
a Business Collaboration
collection of concepts re
which the public sector
technologies to citizens

Digital Public Service Delivery Provider

Organisational
view

Digital Public Service De
is a Business Role repre
that accepts and execut
consumers.

Digitalisation Roadmap

Organisational
view

Digitalisation Roadmap
Package intenting to cre
strategy to achieve Digit

Framework Agreement

Organisational
view

Framework Agreement A
providing an arrangeme
more entity that provide
governing contracts to b
certain period of time, in
regard to price and, whe
quantity envisaged. Oth
conditions known in adv
place of delivery, may be
are also called blanket p
agreements and master
agreements. Essentially,
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to provide expeditious o
commonly used, off-the
purchased on the basis
Individual

Organisational
view

Individual ABB is a Stake
single human being, as d
a group.

Information Risk Management Component

Organisational
view

Information Risk Manag
ABB is a Business Objec
unit facilitating the iden
evaluation, and prioritiz
followed by coordinated
application of resources
monitor, and control the
impact of unfortunate e
maximize the realization

Legal Entity

Organisational
view

Legal Entity ABB is a Sta
acting as any natural or
created and recognised
national law or internati
have a legal personality
own name, to be able to
and be subject to obliga

Means for Public Policy Objectives
Convergence Assurance and Control

Organisational
view

Means for Public Policy
Convergence Assurance
a Business Process repr
mechanisms that are us
or uniformity regarding
Objectives.

Security Governance

Organisational
view

Security Governance AB
Object having competen
variety of security-releva
competences add up to
governance, the purpos
guard against a multipli
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Solution Specification

Organisational
view

Solution Specification AB
Object being embodied
the highest possible leve
an Solution Building Blo
an agreed normative sta
of an European Public S

Specific Agreement

Organisational
view

Specific Agreement ABB
enabling collaboration b
public services.

Architecture Principle

Semantic view

Architecture Principles d
underlying general rules
the use and deploymen
and assets across the en
reflect a level of consen
various elements of the
form the basis for makin
decisions.

Controlled Vocabulary

Semantic view

A controlled vocabulary
arrangement of words a
index content and/or to
through browsing or sea

Data

Semantic view

Data are symbols obtain
encoding process of bus
or a legal act.

Data Mapping

Semantic view

Data mapping is an equ
relationship between tw
ontological value.

Data Model

Semantic view

A collection of entities, t
the relationships among
at formally representing
concept or a real-world

Data Policy

Semantic view

A set of broad, high leve
form the guiding framew
management can opera

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-4-eira-glossary
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Data Portability Policy

Semantic view

The data portability poli
right to data portability,
eight rights enforced by
Data Protection Regulat

Data Set

Semantic view

A Data Set is a collection
or curated by a single ag
for access or download
formats.

Data Set Catalogue

Semantic view

Indexed inventory of da
comprehensiveness and

Data Syntax

Semantic view

Data Syntax is a set of ru
way in which data is put
appropriate identifiers,
separator character(s), a
characters to form mess

Forms structure

Semantic view

Forms Structure ABB is
representing the primar
input and data retrieval
in a definite pattern.

Master Data Policy

Semantic view

A Data Policy applying to
most accurate data that
key business entities, us
context for business tra
transactional data.

Ontology

Semantic view

It represents knowledge
concepts within a doma
relationships between t
can be used to model a
support reasoning abou

Ontologies Catalogue

Semantic view

Open Data Policy

Semantic view

Indexed inventory of on
comprehensiveness and

The rules and practice o
data in a way that is acc
machine readable and l
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permissively.
Representation

Semantic view

The description of the p
configuration of busines
Legal act. Representatio
in various ways.

Semantic Agreement

Semantic view

Agreement regarding th
a defined and shared vo
the operators of the sam

Semantic Interoperability Agreement

Semantic view

A Semantic interoperab
semantic resource form
rules enabling collabora
digital public services w
value.

Shared Knowledge Base

Semantic view

A shared Knowledge Ba
usable data, information
resources, with converg
relation to public policy

Security Policy

Semantic view

Security Policy identifies
procedures for all indivi
using an organization's
resources

Privacy Policy

Semantic view

A privacy policy is a stat
document (in privacy law
some or all of the ways
uses, discloses, and man
or client's data.

Base Registry

Semantic view

Base Registry ABB is a D
providing a trusted and
source of information, w
should be digitally reuse
one organisation is resp
accountable for the colle
updating and preservati
Base registries are reliab

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-4-eira-glossary
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information on data item
companies, vehicles, lice
locations and roads.
Data Mapping Catalogue

Semantic view

Data Mapping Catalogue
Object aiming to index a
mappings with compreh
trustiness value.
This ABB is a key interop
(*) for sharing/PROVISIO
reusing/CONSUMING Da

Data Policies

Semantic view

Data Policies ABB is a Da
containing a set of rules
guidelines that provide a
different areas of data m
throughout the enterpri
not limited to data gove
quality, and data archite

Detail-Level Architecture Requirement

Semantic view

Detail-Level Architecture
is a Requirement formu
capabilities that a To-Be
Service should provide.

Distributed Ledger

Semantic view

Distributed Ledger ABB
replicating, sharing, and
digital data, which are g
spread across multiple s
institutions.

Hash Code

Semantic view

Hash Code ABB is a Data
numeric or alphanumer
by applying a hash funct
data.
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Legal Act Representation

Semantic view

Legal Act Representatio
ABB is a Representation
of rules on a subject pot
requirements concernin
services. The granularity
requirements might be
detail level. Requiremen
granularity contain gene
functional requirements
and/or recommendation
considerable degrees fo
transposition/execution
nature. On the other sid
detail-level granularity im
degree for transposition
they contain specific/co
functionalities, solution
procedures, and/or tech
or standards to be used
legislative or non-legisla
by the European institut
TFEU). With the entry int
Treaty of Lisbon on 1 De
names "European Union
replaced "European Com
"Community" or "EC".

Metadata

Semantic view

Metadata ABB is a Data
information about one o
the data.

Open Data

Semantic view

Open Data ABB is a Rep
presenting data that is o

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-4-eira-glossary
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exploitable, editable and
for any purpose.
Reference Data

Semantic view

Reference Data ABB is a
data to classify or catego
Typically, they are static
over time.

Solution Specification

Semantic view

Solution Specification AB
Object being embodied
the highest possible leve
an Solution Building Blo
an agreed normative sta
of an European Digital P

Virtual DataSet

Semantic view

Virtual Data Set ABB is a
allowing a number of re
mapped together into a
dataset via an interface
can be made ahead of t
parent files are written,
to the parent dataset ch
datasets can be meshed
combinations, and even
converted.

API Discovery and Catalogue Service

Technical view
- Application

API Discovery and Catalo
an Application Service d
maintaining the API Cata

API Catalogue

Technical view
- Application

API Catalogue ABB is a D
including all the availabl
consumption by a specifi

API

Technical view
- Application

API ABB is an Applicatio
constituting the interfac
building blocks that a de
assemble to create an a
application developer ut
an application by combi
available software librar
specific goal.

API Catalogue Component

Technical view
- Application

API Catalogue Compone
Application Component
Catalogue Service ABB.
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Audit Service

Technical view
- Application

Audit Service ABB is an A
providing support for th
accountability, which is
system accountable for
the system, and detectio
violations. The audit pol
elements of an informat
need to be traced, for ex
traceability of actions: w
where and with what.

Audit Component

Technical view
- Application

Audit Component ABB i
Component providing s
principle of accountabili
users of a system accou
actions within the system
policy violations. The au
the elements of an infor
which need to be traced
assure traceability of ac
when, where and with w

Conformance Testing Service

Technical view
- Application

Conformance Testing Se
Application Service verif
solutions can interopera
layers of the interopera
conforming to one or m
This type of testing is ex
operating SUTs (System
capturing their exchang
The logistics of interope
usually more costly (tim
interoperability), and int
testing is no substitute f
test suite. Experience sh
interoperability testing i
and less costly when con
implementations has be

Conformance Testing Component

Technical view
- Application

Conformance Testing Co
an Application Compone
structured and modular
implement test automat
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Conformance Test Scenario

Technical view
- Application

Conformance Test Scen
Business Object specifyi
actions for the executio
known as test script or m

e-Signature Creation Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Signature Creation Se
Application Service, sign
electronic form by a nat
An ‘electronic signature’
electronic form which is
logically associated with
electronic form and whi
signatory to sign.

e-Seal Creation Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Seal Creation Service A
Application Service sign
electronic forms on beh
person.
An ‘electronic seal' mean
form, which is attached
associated with other da
form to ensure the latte
integrity. The ‘creator of
person who creates an e

e-Timestamp Creation Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Timestamp Creation S
Application Service shar
of the verification of tim
establishing evidence th
data existed at a given p
An ‘electronic time stam
electronic form which b
electronic form to a part
establishing evidence th
existed at that time.

Blockchain Service

Technical view
- Application

Blockchain Service ABB
Service acting as an exp
cryptographically signed
transactional records sh
participants in a networ
contains a time stamp a
to previous transactions
information, anyone wit
trace back a transaction
point in its history, belon
participant. A blockchain
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architectural design of t
of distributed ledgers.
e-Signature Verification and Validation
Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Signature Verification
Service ABB is an Applic
verificating documents t
electronically.
An ‘electronic signature’
electronic form which is
logically associated with
electronic form and whi
signatory to sign.
‘validation’ means the p
and confirming that an e
or a seal is valid.

e-Seal Verification and Validation Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Seal Verification and V
ABB is an Application Se
functionality of the verifi
documents that are sign
An ‘electronic seal' mean
form, which is attached
associated with other da
form to ensure the latte
integrity. The ‘creator of
person who creates an e

e-Timestamp Verification and Validation
Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Timestamp Verificatio
Service ABB is an Applic
verifing timestamps use
evidence that a give piec
a given point in time.
An ‘electronic time stam
electronic form which b
electronic form to a part
establishing evidence th
existed at that time.

Blockchain Component

Technical view
- Application

Blockchain Component
Application Component
various components like
smart contract, membe
ledger, system integratio
system management. Se
as developer, user, arch
operator, membership s
present in a blockchain
solution to a blockchain
network. Each actor and
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present in a blockchain
to make the network mo
reliable.
e-Signature Preservation Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Signature Preservation
Application Service exte
trustworthiness of the q
signature beyond the te
period.
An ‘electronic signature’
electronic form which is
logically associated with
electronic form and whi
signatory to sign.

e-Seal Preservation Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Seal Preservation Serv
Application Service exte
trustworthiness of the q
signature beyond the te
period.
An ‘electronic seal' mean
form, which is attached
associated with other da
form to ensure the latte
integrity. The ‘creator of
person who creates an e

Authentication Service

Technical view
- Application

Authentication Service A
Application Service shar
functionality of user aut
‘Electronic identification
process of using person
in electronic form uniqu
either a natural or legal
natural person represen
‘Authentication’ means a
process that enables the
identification of a natura
or the origin and integri
electronic form to be co

Directory

Technical view
- Application

Directory ABB is a Data
file system cataloging st
contains references to o
files, and possibly other
many computers, direct
folders, or drawers, ana
workbench or the tradit

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/european-interoperability-reference-architecture-eira/solution/eira/chapter-4-eira-glossary
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cabinet.
Access Management Service

Technical view
- Application

Access Management Se
Application Service allow
use of i) IT services, ii) da
assets. Access managem
protect the confidentiali
availability of assets by e
authorized users are ab
modify the assets.

Identity management Service

Technical view
- Application

Identity management Se
Application Service ensu
authorized people, and
people, have access to t
resources they need to
functions.

Authorisation Service

Technical view
- Application

Authorisation Service AB
Service ensuring that th
to have access to a part
Authorization can be do
based access control (RB
access control (LBAC).

Accounting Service

Technical view
- Application

Accounting Services ABB
Service meaning the me
processing and commun
information about econ
including, but is not limi
accounting, managemen
auditing, cost containme
services, taxation and ac
information systems.

Identification Component

Technical view
- Application

Identification Compone
Application Component
functionality of user aut
‘Electronic identification
process of using person
in electronic form uniqu
either a natural or legal
natural person represen
‘Authentication’ means a
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Authentication means a
process that enables the
identification of a natura
or the origin and integri
electronic form to be co

Access Management Component

Technical view
- Application

Access Management Co
Application Component
make use of i) IT service
other assets. Access ma
protect the confidentiali
availability of assets by e
authorised users are ab
modify the assets.

Data Exchange Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Exchange Service A
Application Service enab
exchange of messages,
other kinds of data betw
systems. This includes d
endpoint discovery.

Data Exchange Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Exchange Compon
Application Component
secure exchange of mes
forms and other kinds o
different ICT systems. Th
routing, except endpoin

Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue
Service

Technical view
- Application

Ontological Class Mappi
Service ABB is an Applic
articulating similarities a
belonging to separate so
classes.

Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue

Technical view
- Application

Ontological Class Mappi
is a Data Object articula
among the concepts bel
source Ontology classes

Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Syntax Mapping Ca
Data Object bridging the
between two systems, o
that when data is moved
is accurate and usable a

Metadata Management Service

Technical view

Metadata Management
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Technical view
- Application

Metadata Management
Application Service enab
for the i) creation, ii) sto
categorisation and iv) re
metadata.

e-Archiving Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Archiving Service ABB
Service enabling the per
term storage of selected
electronic documents o
preservation purposes l
research value and mem

Data Management Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Management Serv
Application Service enab
of structured data unde
and transforming it into
so that the target data is
representation of the so
repository exchange ser
be shared between diffe
programs.

Content Management Service

Technical view
- Application

Content Management S
Application Service bein
- developing Website tem
functionalities
assigning appropriate u
and workflows
providing trainings to th
group
- developing tools and w
speed up and facilitate t
working group
-giving support and adv
working group
- ensuring continuity of
performance
- ensuring security and a
website
- ensuring disaster recov
backup procedures
- setting up the website
architecture within the C
- setting up alert proced
on usage of the platform
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Forms Management Service

Technical view
- Application

Forms Management Ser
Application Service shar
functionalities of i) dyna
distribution and ii) analy
online surveys.

Data Publication Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Publication Service
Application Service enab
functionality of making d
common use.

Data Extraction, Transformation, and
Loading Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Extractrion, Transf
Loading Service ABB is a
Service enabling the sha
one data representation

Data Quality Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Quality Service ABB
Service referring to any
verifying that the value o
comes from a given set
values. Data validation m
corrective actions, such
data imputation.

Ontological Class Mapping Catalogue
Component

Technical view
- Application

Ontological Class Mappi
Comonent ABB is an Ap
Component articulating
the concepts belonging
Ontology classes.

Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue

Technical view
- Application

Data Syntax Mapping Ca
Data Object bridging the
between two systems, o
that when data is moved
is accurate and usable a

Data Syntax Mapping Catalogue
Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Syntax Mapping Ca
Component ABB is an A
Component bridging the
between two systems, o
that when data is moved
is accurate and usable a
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Metadata Management Component

Technical view
- Application

Metadata Management
an Application Compone
the functionalities for th
storage, iii) categorisatio
of metadata.

e-Archiving Component

Technical view
- Application

e-Archiving Component
Application Component
permanent or long-term
selected (by an authority
documents or informati
purposes like their endu
and memory aid.

Data Management Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Management Com
Application Component
structured under a sour
transforming it into a ta
that the target data is an
representation of the so
repository exchange com
data to be shared betwe
application programs.

Forms Management Component

Technical view
- Application

Forms Management Com
Application Component
functionalities of i) dyna
distribution and ii) analy
online surveys.

Data Publication Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Publication Service
Application Service enab
functionality of making d
common use.

Data Extraction, Transformation, and
Loading Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Extractrion, Transf
Loading Component AB
Component enabling th
conversion of data from
representation to anoth

Data Quality Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Quality Componen
Application Component
activity aimed at verifyin
a data item comes from
acceptable values. Data
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followed by corrective a
editing or data imputati
imputation is the proces
missing data with subst
Privacy Service

Technical view
- Application

Privacy Service ABB is an
Service enabling the sha
such as storing, securing
pseudonymising, rectify
personal data.

Privacy Component

Technical view
- Application

Privacy Component ABB
Component implementi
such as storing, securing
pseudonymising, rectify
personal data.

Knowledge Triplestore

Technical view
- Application

Knowledge Triplestore A
storing and retrieving id
constructed from triplex
strings (sequences of let
collections represent a s
object relationship that
corresponds to the defin
the RDF standard.

Data Analytics Service

Technical view
- Application

Data Analytics Service A
Service analysing a grea
data in order to make co
specific information. Da
enable the automation o
processes and algorithm
raw data for human con

Artificial Intelligence Service

Technical view
- Application

Artificial Intelligence Ser
Application Service appl
analysis and logic-based
including machine learn
events, support and aut
and take actions.

Data Analytics Component

Technical view
- Application

Data Analytics Compone
Application Component
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or future Digital Service
requiring data analysis c
analytics component en
automation of mechanic
algorithms that work ov
human consumption.

Artificial Intelligence Component

Technical view
- Application

Artificial Intelligence Com
Application Component
or future Digital Service
requiring artificial intelli
It enables the implemen
functionalities for apply
analysis and logic-based
including machine learn
events, support and aut
and take actions.

Machine Translation Service

Technical view
- Application

Machine Translation Ser
Application Service serv
future Digital Service Inf
requiring cross-lingual f
main functionality is aut
of text, metadata and co
nomenclatures.

Machine Translation Component

Technical view
- Application

Machine Translation Co
Application Component
or future Digital Service
requiring cross-lingual f
main functionality is aut
of text, metadata and co
nomenclatures.

UX Management Service

Technical view
- Application

UX Management Service
Service managing user e
related activities inside a
create growth and good
practices. Typical UX ma
are to define an organiz
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are to define an organiz
language and strategy a
work processes around

MyDigitalPublicServicesDeliveryPreferences
Service

Technical view
- Application

MyDigitalPublicServices
Service ABB is an Applic
allowing users of a spec
the opportunity of choo
delivery of their liking.

MyInfo Service

Technical view
- Application

MyInfo Service ABB is an
Service allowing users o
to have their Informatio
accessed.

MyCalendar Service

Technical view
- Application

MyCalendar Service ABB
Service allowing users o
to have a service of reck

MySingleWindow Service

Technical view
- Application

MySingleWindow Servic
Application Service allow
specific domain to perfo
electronic checks of vali
and licences.

UX Management Component

Technical view
- Application

UX Management Compo
Application Component
experience design-relate
an organization to creat
management practices.
management activities a
organization’s UX design
strategy and manage th
around UX design.

MyDigitalPublicServicesDeliveryPreferences
Component

Technical view
- Application

MyDigitalPublicServices
Component ABB is an A
Component allowing us
domain to have the opp
choosing the service del

MyInfo Component

Technical view
- Application

MyInfo Component ABB
Component allowing us
domain to have their Inf
and accessed.

MyCalendar Component

Technical view

MyCalendar Componen
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Technical view
- Application

MyCalendar Componen
Application Component
specific domain to have
reckoning time.

MySingleWindow Component

Technical view
- Application

MySingleWindow Comp
Application Component
specific domain to perfo
electronic checks of vali
and licences.

Digital Workplace Service

Technical view
- Application

Digital Workplace Servic
Application Service allow
collaborate freely where
based, while maintainin
standards and increasin
efficiency.

Digital Workplace Component

Technical view
- Application

Digital Workplace Comp
Application Component
collaborate freely where
based, while maintainin
standards and increasin
efficiency.

e-Payment Service

Technical view
- Application

e-Payment Service ABB
Service executing payme
where the consent of th
a payment transaction i
any telecommunication,

e-Payment Component

Technical view
- Application

e-Payment Component
Application Component
transactions where the
payer to execute a paym
given by means of any t
digital or IT device.

eProcurement Accessing Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Accessing
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
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accessing functionalities
eProcurement Contracting Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Accessing
is an Application Compo
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
awarding authorities an
facilitates accessing.

eProcurement Evaluating Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Evaluatin
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
evaluating functionalitie

eProcurement Notifying Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Notifying
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
notifying functionalities.

eProcurement Quoting Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Quoting
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
quoting functionalities.

eProcurement Accessing Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Accessing
is an Application Compo
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
awarding authorities an
facilitates accessing.

eProcurement Contracting Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Contract
ABB is an Application Co
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
awarding authorities an
facilitates contracting.

eProcurement Evaluating Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Evaluatin
is an Application Compo
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
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awarding authorities an
facilitates evaluating.
eProcurement Notifying Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Notifying
an Application Compone
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
notifying.

eProcurement Quoting Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Quoting
an Application Compone
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
quoting.

eProcurement Awarding Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Awarding
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
awarding functionalities

eProcurement Discovering Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Discover
an Application Service u
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
discovering functionaliti

eProcurement Fulfilling Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Fulfilling
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
fulfilling functionalities.

eProcurement Ordering Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Ordering
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
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authorities and supplier
ordering functionalities.
eProcurement Submitting Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Submittin
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
submitting functionalitie

eProcurement Awarding Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Awarding
is an Application Compo
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
awarding authorities an
facilitates awarding.

eProcurement Discovering Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Discover
ABB is an Application Co
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
awarding authorities an
facilitates discovering.

eProcurement Fulfilling Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Fulfilling
an Application Compone
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
fulfilling.

eProcurement Ordering Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Ordering
an Application Compone
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
ordering.

eProcurement Submitting Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Submittin
is an Application Compo
electronic methods, typ
Internet to conduct tran
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awarding authorities an
facilitates submitting.
eProcurement Invoicing Service

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Invoicing
Application Service usin
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
invoicing functionalities

eProcurement Invoicing Component

Technical view
- Application

eProcurement Invoicing
an Application Compone
methods, typically over
conduct transactions be
authorities and supplier
invoicing.

Detail-Level Architecture Requirement

Technical view
- Application

Detail-Level Architecture
is a Requirement formu
capabilities that a To-Be
Service should provide.

Firewall Component

Technical view
- Application

Firewall Service ABB is a
Service representing an
collection of security me
prevent unauthorized e
networked computer sy

Firewall Service

Technical view
- Application

Firewall Component ABB
Component representin
integrated collection of
designed to prevent una
electronic access to a ne
system.

IaaS

Technical view
- Application

IaaS ABB is a Technolog
a standardized, highly a
in which computing reso
service provider, comple
and networking capabili
customers on demand.
scalable and elastic in n
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metered by use. Self-ser
including an API and a g
interface (GUI), are expo
customers. Resources m
or multitenant, and are
service provider or on-p
customer’s data center.
Integrity Verification Service

Technical view
- Application

Integrity Verification Ser
Application Service offer
information has not bee
unauthorized manner s
transmitted or stored.

Interoperable Digital Solution

Technical view
- Application

Interoperable Digital So
Application Component
delivery of a digital publ
fulfilment of a shared Eu
framework, being mana
shared governance fram
semantic assets in a sha
base and using digital re
shared platform enablin
border/cross-organizati
data, information, and k
indistinctly between pub
businesses and citizens
implementation and adv
EU, national or local pub

Knowledge Discovery Component Service

Technical view
- Application

Knowledge Discovery Co
ABB is an Application Se
highly complex process
manipulation tools with
characteristics have to b
reach the goal of previo
potentially useful inform

Knowledge Discovery Component

Technical view
- Application

Knowledge Discovery Co
an Application Compone
highly complex process
manipulation tools with
characteristics have to b
reach the goal of previo
potentially useful inform

Orchestration Component

Technical view

Orchestration Compone
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Technical view
- Application

Orchestration Compone
Application Component
sequence and condition
service invokes other se
realize some useful func

Orchestration Service

Technical view
- Application

Orchestration Service A
Service defining the seq
conditions in which one
other services in order t
useful function.

PaaS

Technical view
- Application

PaaS ABB is a Technolog
application infrastructur
capabilities as a service.
types of PaaS (xPaaS), in
many more, application
service (aPaaS), integrat
API management PaaS (
function PaaS (fPaaS), b
PaaS (baPaaS), IoT PaaS
(dbPaaS). PaaS capabilit
as provider-managed or
multitenant or dedicate

Registered Electronic Delivery Service

Technical view
- Application

Registered Electronic De
is an Application Service
functionalities that i) ma
transmit data between t
electronic means and ii)
relating to the handling
data, including proof of
receiving the data, and i
transmitted data agains
theft, damage or any un
alterations.

Registration Service

Technical view
- Application

Registration Service ABB
Service sharing the func
discovery of essential in
e.g. supervised/accredit
providers issuing certific
signatures, for electroni
website authentication;
supervised/accredited t
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eSignature, eSeal or Tim
and validation; supervis
services for eSignature o
preservation; supervised
services for electronic re
Request Validation Service

Technical view
- Application

Request Validation Serv
Application Service enab
asking for something to
true or correct.

Saas

Technical view
- Application

SaaS ABB is a Technolog
software that is owned a
remotely by one or mor
provider delivers softwa
set of common code an
that is consumed in a on
by all contracted custom
a pay-for-use basis or as
based on use metrics.

Service Discovery and Registry Service

Technical view
- Application

Service Discovery and R
is an Application Service
to software systems ove
standard protocols. In th
scenario there is a Web
that publishes a service
Consumer that uses this
Service Discovery is the
suitable web services fo

Service Registry

Technical view
- Application

Service Registry ABB is a
providing access rights f
necessary for service-or
projects to target fast an
communication and dat

Service Registry Component

Technical view
- Application

Service Registry Compo
Application Component
system service within a
discovered by other serv
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Shared Platform

Technical view
- Application

Shared platform ABB is
Component setting tech
resources with converge
relation to public policy
enabling interoperability
perspective cross levels
administration, cross pu
administrations, and cro
convergence power is b
instrumental nature and
these resources for ena
problem-solving approa
achievement could rang
perfect shared platform
interoperability barriers
perspective) to an impe
shared platform (i.e. som
barriers from the techni
The level of technical int
constrain digital public s
in a public administratio
administrations, and cro

Software Component Catalogue
Component

Technical view
- Application

Software Component Ca
Component ABB is an A
Component representin
software containing info
software products and s
during software scans to
identify the software pro
a monitored computer.

Software Component Discovery and

Technical view

Software Component Di
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Catalogue Service

- Application

Catalogue Service ABB is
Service containing infor
software products and s
during software scans to
identify the software pro
a monitored computer b
knowledge on units of c
contractually specified i
explicit context depende

Software Components Catalogue

Technical view
- Application

Software Components C
Data Object containing i
software products and s
during software scans to
identify the software pro
a monitored computer.

Solution Specification

Technical view
- Application

Solution Specification AB
Object being embodied
the highest possible leve
an Solution Building Blo
an agreed normative sta
of an European Digital P

Trust Service Provisioning Component

Technical view
- Application

Trust Service Provisionin
is an Application Compo
the trust services functio
A ‘trust service’ means a
normally provided for re
consists of these functio
i) the creation, verificatio
of electronic signatures,
electronic time stamps,
registered delivery servi
related to those services
ii) the creation, verificati
of certificates for websit
or
iii) the preservation of e
signatures, seals or cert
those services.

Web Service

Technical view
- Application

A Web Service ABB is a A
Interfase being identifie
resource identifier (URI)
description and transpo
Internet standards.

Human Interface

Technical view
- Application

A boundary set of mean
exchange of data betwe
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- Application

exchange of data betwe
and a service.

Digital Solution

Technical view
- Application

A solution, developed by
Administrations that fac
of electronic Public Serv
border exchange of info
Public Administrations

Digital Solution Component

Technical view
- Application

Interoperable European
Component represents
of a functionality provid
Interoperable European

Machine to Machine Interface

Technical view
- Application

A boundary set of mean
exchange of data betwe
other services.

Technical Interoperability Agreement

Technical view
- Application

Technical Interoperabilit
means through which T
mandate specific Techn
Specifications, ensuring
able to work together.

Technical Agreement

Technical view
- Application

These agreements cons
and a privileged forum t
interests, priorities, poli
the necessary tools for S
Technological collaborat

Architecture Principle

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Architecture Principles d
underlying general rules
the use and deploymen
and assets across the en
reflect a level of consen
various elements of the
form the basis for makin
decisions.

Detail-Level Architecture Requirement

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Detail-Level Architecture
is a Requirement formu
capabilities that a To-Be
Service should provide.

Solution Specification

Technical view
Infrastructure

Solution Specification AB
Object being embodied
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- Infrastructure

Object being embodied
the highest possible leve
an Solution Building Blo
an agreed normative sta
of an European Digital P

Outsourcing

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Outsourcing ABB is a Lo
to the business practice
outside a company to pe
create goods that were t
performed in-house by
employees and staff.

Saas

Technical view
- Infrastructure

SaaS ABB is a Technolog
software that is owned a
remotely by one or mor
provider delivers softwa
set of common code an
that is consumed in a on
by all contracted custom
a pay-for-use basis or as
based on use metrics.

PaaS

Technical view
- Infrastructure

PaaS ABB is a Technolog
application infrastructur
capabilities as a service.
types of PaaS (xPaaS), in
many more, application
service (aPaaS), integrat
API management PaaS (
function PaaS (fPaaS), b
PaaS (baPaaS), IoT PaaS
(dbPaaS). PaaS capabilit
as provider-managed or
multitenant or dedicate

IaaS

Technical view
- Infrastructure

IaaS ABB is a Technolog
a standardized, highly a
in which computing reso
service provider, comple
and networking capabili
customers on demand.
scalable and elastic in n
metered by use. Self-ser
including an API and a g
interface (GUI), are expo
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customers. Resources m
or multitenant, and are
service provider or on-p
customer’s data center.
Computing Hosting, Networking, and Data
Hosting Infrastructure

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Computing Hosting, Net
Hosting Infrastructure A
Service sharing the func
hosting Interoperable E
and ii) providing the nec
for operating these solu

Application Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Application Service ABB
Service enabling hosting
a high availability and h
hosting infrastructure th
comprised, among othe
end web server instance
servers for hosting and
and dynamic sites.

Data Access Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Access Service ABB
Service representing the
the permission to use it

Intranet Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Intranet Service ABB is a
Service representing a c
for sharing information,
communication, collabo
operational systems, an
services within an organ
the exclusion of access b
term is used in contrast
such as the Internet, bu
same technology based
protocol suite.

Remote Desktop Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Remote Desktop Service
Technology Service repr
or an operating system
a user to connect to a co
location, see that compu
interact with it as if it we
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VPN Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Service ABB is a Tec
delivering enterprise-foc
communication services
network infrastructure a
customized operating ch
uniformly and universal
enterprise.

Web Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Service being provided b
provider which is the co
transmission systems an
applicable, switching or
and other resources wh
conveyance of signals by
optical or by other elect
including satellite netwo
and packet- switched, in
and mobile terrestrial n
cable systems, to the ex
used for the purpose of
signals, networks used f
television broadcasting,
television networks, irre
of information conveyed

On Premise Facility

Technical view
- Infrastructure

On Premise Facility ABB
refers to a software is lo
operated within a user’s

Application Interface

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Application Interface AB
Interface representing a
provides the application
with which it can access
configure the middlewa

Data Interface

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Interface ABB is a T
Interface representing a
systems, subjects, organ
interact to exchange and
Information.
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Intranetwork Service

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Intranetwork Service AB
Interface
representing two or mo
networks connected by
internally.

Remote Desktop Interface

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Remote Desktop Interfa
Technology Interface re
program or an operatin
that allows a user to con
in another location, see
desktop and interact wit
local.

Terminal Interface

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Terminal Interface ABB
Interface representing a
keyboard and display sc
communicates with a co

VPN Interface

Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Interface ABB is a T
delivering enterprise-foc
communication services
network infrastructure a
customized operating ch
uniformly and universal
enterprise.

Internet Interface

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Internet Interface ABB is
Interface providing acce
confederation of indepe
interconnected network
Transmission Control Pr
Protocol (TCP/IP) protoc
communications. It prov
connectivity and three le
services: connectionless
full-duplex stream delive
application-level service

Application Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Application Server ABB i
representing the centra
applications or a websit
remote “client” (system
access the material held

Host Application

Technical view

Host Application ABB is
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- Infrastructure

representing any piece o
running on a provider's
These hosted applicatio
over the internet and ha
user interface to be able

Application Server Software Environment

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Application Server Softw
ABB is a System Softwar
type of software that is
used, operated and man
computing server. It pro
facilitates the harnessin
server computing powe
array of high-end compu
functions.

High Performance Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

High Performance Serve
refering to processing co
at high speeds across m
parallel. Those groups o
known as clusters and a
hundreds or even thous
servers that have been c
a network.

Data Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Server ABB is a No
software program/platfo
provide database servic
processing and securing
database services are co
software programs or co

Data Space

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Space ABB is an Ar
as a place that holds dat
available to use, and org
logical manner. A data s
defined as an appropria
location where research
their data. Data space m
requirements concernin
research domain; data r
file format and data stru
types of metadata that c

Host Data Management

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Host Data Management
Software representing t
and storing the data on
accessible web platform
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Data Virtualization

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Virtualization ABB
Software enabling busin
consume data through r
dashboards, portals, mo
applications. The Consu
single point of access an
the underlying data sou
abstracted data views in
delivery format.

Data Warehouse

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Warehouse ABB is
designed to hold data ex
transaction systems, op
stores and external sou
warehouse then combin
aggregate, summary for
enterprisewide data ana
for predefined business

Data Server Software Environment

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Server Software En
System Software repres
software that is designe
operated and managed
server. It provides and f
harnessing of underlyin
power for use with an a
computing services and

Data Lake

Technical view
- Infrastructure

DataLlake ABB is an Arti
copies of source system
social data etc., and tran
for tasks such as report
advanced analytics and
A data lake can include s
from relational database
columns), semi-structur
XML, JSON), unstructure
documents, PDFs) and b
audio, video). A data lak
established "on premise
organization's data cent
cloud" (using cloud serv
such as Amazon, Micros
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Data Hub

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Data Hub ABB is an Artif
from multiple sources w
for distribution, sharing
subsetting and sharing.
distribution is in the for
spoke architecture.

Triplestore

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Triplestore ABB is an Art
a purpose-built databas
and retrieval of triples th
queries.

Knowledge

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Knowledge ABB is a Mea
awareness or familiarity
experience of a fact or s

Intranet Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Intranet Server ABB is a
a central computer from
computers get informat
organisation.

Internal Website

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Internal Website ABB is
representing private net
accessible internally to a
employees.

Internal Web Application Database

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Internal Web Application
an Artifact representing
collection of related org
can be accessed, and th
organisation.

Intranet Application

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Intraner Application ABB
Software representing a
with restricted access, a
that uses software and p
developed for the intern

Intranet Server Environment

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Intranet Server Environm
System Software repres
computer from which ot
information within an o
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Remote Desktop Services Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Remote Desktop Service
Node representing an u
features of Windows Se
users to remotely acces
desktops and Windows

Virtual Private Network Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Virtual Private Network
Node representing a ph
server that is configured
deliver VPN services to u
The server is a combina
hardware and VPN softw
clients to connect to a se
network.

VPN Application

Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Application ABB is a
representing a system t
enterprise-focused com
services on a shared pu
infrastructure and provi
operating characteristic
universally across an en

VPN Server Environment

Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Server Environmen
Software representing a
server that is configured
deliver VPN services to u
The server is a combina
hardware and VPN softw
clients to connect to a se
network.

Web Server

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Web Server ABB is a No
central location that hos
website and enables a r
(system or program) to
held.

External Website

Technical view
- Infrastructure

External Website ABB is
meaning any Web Page
that can be accessed us
and that is not part of th
Web Site.

Front-end Firewall

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Front-end Firewall ABB i
representing an applicat
computer (e.g., an Intern
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that controls access to t
monitors the flow of net
firewall can screen and
network traffic and ward
intrusion into a private n
particularly important w
network connects to the
have become critical ap
the Internet has increas
External Web Application Database

Technical view
- Infrastructure

External Web Applicatio
Artifact representing a c
collection of related org
can be accessed, but is n
organisation.

Web Application

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Web Application ABB is
representing an applicat
some parts of the softw
downloaded from the W
runs.

Web Server Environment

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Web Server Environmen
Software representing a
software and underlying
accepts requests via HTT
protocol created to distr
or its secure variant HTT
commonly a web brows
initiates communication
request for a web page
using HTTP, and the serv
the content of that reso
message. A web server c
store resources sent fro
configured to do so.

Internet

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Internet ABB is a Comm
representing a loose con
independent yet interco
that use the Transmissio
Protocol/Internet Protoc
protocols for communic
universal connectivity an
network services: conne
delivery, full-duplex stre
application-level service

VPN Path

Technical view

VPN Path ABB is a path
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Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Path ABB is a path
end device, software or
connection, network or
a VPN.

VPN Client Device

Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Client Device ABB is
representing an end dev
user that is seeking con
data services from a VPN
VPN infrastructure and
of VPN services.

VPN Client

Technical view
- Infrastructure

VPN Client ABB is a Syst
representing an end dev
user that is seeking con
data services from a VPN
VPN infrastructure and
of VPN services.

Sensor

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Sensor ABB is a Device A
device, machine, or sub
events or changes in its
them in sequence to oth
often a computer proce
always a part of electron

Smart Device

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Smart Device ABB is a D
computer, cellular phon
digital camera, video cam
recording device, or oth
that can be used for cre
transmitting information
electronic data.

Extranet Firewall

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Extranet Firewall ABB is
representing a compute
software that prevents u
access to private data (a
local area network or int
computer users (as of th

User Terminal

Technical view
- Infrastructure

User Terminal ABB is a D
keyboard and display sc
communicates with a co
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are divided into differen
depending on whether t
process data on their ow

Back-end Firewall

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Back-end Firewall ABB is
representing an applicat
computer (e.g., an Intern
that controls access to t
monitors the flow of net
firewall can screen and
network traffic and ward
intrusion into a private n
particularly important w
network connects to the
have become critical ap
the Internet has increas

Enterprise Service Bus

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Enterprise Service Bus A
Communication Networ
communication system
interacting software app
service-oriented archite
represents a software a
distributed computing, a
variant of the more gen
model, wherein any app
behave as server or clie
agility and flexibility with
level protocol communi
applications. Its primary
application integration (
heterogeneous and com
landscapes.

Technical Interoperability Agreement

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Technical Interoperabilit
means through which T
mandate specific Techn
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Specifications, ensuring
(operating under differe
frameworks,
policies and strategies) a
together.
Technical Interoperability Agreement

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Technical Interoperabilit
means through which T
mandate specific Techn
Specifications, ensuring
able to work together.

Technical Agreement

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Technical Agreement AB
constituting a framewor
forum to identify comm
priorities, policy dialogu
necessary tools for Strat
Technological collaborat

Architecture Principle

Technical view
- Infrastructure

Architecture Principle AB
defining the underlying
guidelines for the use an
all IT resources and asse
enterprise. They reflect
consensus among the v
the enterprise, and form
making future IT decisio
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